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ABSTRACT 
Knowing Which Way Is Up: Se x Differences 
In Understanding Horizontality 
And Verticality 
by 
Gary A. Goodrich, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 1992 
Ma j or Professor: Dr. Frank R. Ascione 
Department: Psychology 
In previous research men have been shown to obtain 
higher mean scores on tests of horizontality CH) and 
vi 
ver tica l ity CV) than do women. This study investigated the 
role of e xp eriential factors in this gender difference. 
Undergraduate psychology students were randomly assigned to 
one of three treatment groups: training, enhanced training, 
and placebo. The pretest measure of verticality and 
h orizontality CV/ H), training , and posttest were 
administered via videotape. Major findings were: men 
obtained higher mean V/H scores than women; V and H scores 
correlated significantly; and training increased 
performance relative to a placebo, but enhanced training 
was not superior to standard training. 
It was hypothesized that participation in athletics 
might eliminate the V/ H sex difference. This was supported 
vi i 
by ini tia l analyses of the data. Howe v er, further analyses 
re v ealed t h at this may have been artifactual. 
Errors on the V/H test were classified as 
und ercorrections, o v ercorrections, and miscorrections. It 
was found ch at miscorrections corresponded to relati v ely 
low scores , inconsistent responding, and resistance to 
training. Scores on a generalization test substantiated 
al l findings from the orig in al V/H measure. 
(1 62 pages ) 
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INTRODUCTION 
Piaget advanced a widely accepted and comprehensive 
theory of human cognitive development. Concrete 
operatio n s , the third level in his stage theory, is 
characterized by a person's ability to reason and wor k with 
physical reality. Part of this ability entails a person ' s 
comprehension of three-dimensional, Euclidean space. ( See 
Appendi x A for a glossary of terms.) Piagetian theory 
ho l ds that Euclidean concepts are mature when space is 
percei ved in a three-dimensional coordinate axis system 
oriented by gravity. In order to meet this requirement a 
person must understand the concepts of vertical (any axis 
parallel to gravity ' s pull ) , and horizontal (any line or 
plane perpendicular to vertical ) . To test this 
understanding , Piaget and Inhelder ( 1956 ) devised tasks 
wherein children were asked to draw trees growing on 
h i llsides and the surface of water in a tilted container. 
If the trees were shown in a vertical position and the 
water level was drawn horizontally , the child was said to 
ha v e a mature concept of space. 
According to Piaget, adults should exhibit facility 
with concrete operations. However, in studies examining 
adults' spatial concepts, surprisingly many people make 
errors indicative of preoperational thinking (Jamison & 
Signorella, 1980; Kalichman, 1986; Liben & Golbeck, 198~; 
Tegano, 1982; Thomas, Jamison, & Hummel, 1973). For 
example, many adults seem to believe that horizontal 
phenomena ( like the surface of still water) and vertical 
phenomena ( like plumb lines) are influenced by the 
or i entation of surrounding structures. Such a 
misunderstanding could be v ery significant in tasks 
requiring concrete or formal operations, such as des i gning 
roads, buildings, and dams on sloped ground. Indeed, with 
much present attention and interest regarding equal 
participation by all people in math, science, and 
engineering, maturity of coordinate axis systems and 
Euclidean concepts becomes a highly important issue. 
Women tend to make more errors on verticality and 
horizontality CV/ H) tests than do men. Although there is 
much overlap , men often obtain higher mean V/H scores than 
do women. On a three-dimensional water surface measure 
used by Thomas and Jamison (1 975), 13% of college men and 
~7% of college women made scorable errors. Kelly and Kelly 
(1 9 77) used a paper and pencil measure of horizontal 
concepts. In their study 28% of men and 51% of women 
represented the surface of a liquid at least 10 degrees off 
of horizontal. Harris, Hanley, and Best (1878), on a 
water-level test, found a V/H sex difference among grade 
school children (85% of boys and 96% of girls making 
errors ), and among college adults (35% of men and 57% of 
women made errors). Other researchers have acknowledged 
this consistent sex difference (Halpern, 1986; Liben, 1978; 
Liben & Golbeck, 198~; Peskin; 1880). 
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There have been many attempts to account for observed 
se x differences in V/ H measures. According to Kalichman 
( 1988 ) these include reference to biological 
characterist i cs ( brain struct u re, timing of puberty, 
hormona l inf l uences ) , cognitive-behaviora l variables 
CPiagetian stages, interaction of cogniti ve stage and age ) , 
and e x periential factors ( se x roles, training, performance 
e xpectancies). Experientia l factors , in particular , have 
recei v ed much attentio n in recent research ( Kalichman, 
1986 ; Newcombe, Bandura, & Taylor , 1983; Petersen, 1983 ) . 
Two questions are asked regarding the role of experience in 
V/ H se x differences. First , what types of experience might 
inf l uence the development of this sex difference? Second, 
what forms of e x perience might remediate poor V/ H test 
performance? 
One type of e x perience that might account for some of 
the V/ H se x differences is participation in sports 
( Petersen, 1981). The effect of athletic experience on V/ H 
u n derstanding is an especially promising research area 
since currently males are more likely to participate in 
sports than are females and because physical activity 
correlates with performance on the Rod and Frame Test 
CSv i nicki, Bundgaard, Schwensohn, & Westgor, 197~) and 
other spatial tasks (Olson, Eliot, & Hardy, 1988; Newcombe 
et al. , 1983). Should athletics play a meaningful role in 
the development of mature coordinate reference systems, it 
might account for a substantial portion of the known sex 
~ 
difference in V/H test scores. Unfortunately, the relation 
between athletic e xp erience and V/ H se x differences has 
never been directly examined. 
Even if it is found that at hl etic experience 
correlates with V/H sophistication , we would stil l be left 
with the question of how to correct or improve faulty 
In an understanding of vertical and horizontal invariance. 
effort to address the trainability of verticality/ 
hori zontality , there have been several formal and informal 
attempts to teach people about water levels and plumb 
lines. Most of these efforts have met with failure or 
nongeneralizable success (B arsky & Lachman, 1986; Beilin, 
Kagan, & Rabinowitz, 1966; G. N. Kelly & J. I. Kelly, 1978; 
Liben, 1578; Thomas et al. , 1573). 
Programs designed to train V/H abilities have included 
several discrete approaches. Guided physical contact with 
half-full containers (Th omas et al., 1973), plumb lines 
(Meehan & Overton, 1986), physics lectures and heuristics 
about gravity CLib en & Golbeck, 198~), and explicit 
instructions CBeilin et al., 1966; Liben & Golbeck, 198~) 
have all been used. But in all training efforts there have 
been many subjects who failed to reach levels of 
performance predicted by Piagetian theory. 
An exciting possibility is that many subjects who fail 
certain Euclidean tests might actually have intact 
coordinate reference systems (Blades & Spencer, 1989). 
That is, people may demonstrate Euclidean accuracy in 
certain testing situations, but fail when presented with 
traditional water-level and plumb line tasks CLiben & 
Golbeck, 1980, 1986; Meehan, 198~; McGillicuddy-De Lisi, 
De Lisi, & Youniss, 1978; Peskin , 1980). Although there 
ha v e been repeated indications that adults may have 
accurate but hidden coordinate reference s~stems, no 
training programs have attempted to help adults make the 
conceptual connection between their existing knowledge and 
the V/ H tasks used in testing. 
s 
Despite evidence that athletic experience might 
correlate with Euclidean concept maturity, researchers ha ve 
not directly assessed the relation between sports 
participation and V/ H understanding. Despite several 
promising possibilities for effectively training V/ H 
comprehension, little research has been conducted to assess 
the possibility that some people may actually have 
accurate, but untapped, coordinate reference systems. The 
present is a report of research into the relation between 
V/ H comprehension and athletic experience and into the 
effects of a V/H training program designed to access and 
harness hidden, but accurate, Euclidean comprehension. 
Objectives 
The overall goal of this research was to increase 
understanding of how experience relates to sex differences 
in V/H concepts. The research was guided by the following 
specific objectives: 
1. To determine whether V/ H training success might be 
enhanced by attempts to activate and utilize people's 
accurate but often neglected knowledge of V/ H phenomena 
( e.g., standing on a hill or drin k ing from a glass ) . 
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2. To determ i ne whether there is a V/H sex difference 
among adults who have e x tensive e x perience participating in 
athletics. 
In order to attain these objectives it was necessary 
to meet se v eral goals. Th ese included: 
1. Measuring verticality and horizontality 
simultaneously and accurately. 
2. Identifying men and women who have e x tensive 
athletic e xperience. 
3. Identifying methods of training V/ H concepts in 
previous research. 
~- Identifying ways to activate Euclidean concepts in 
people who fail standard V/ H tests. 
The following is a report of the methods, rationale, 
and results of the research effort that was guided by these 
objectives. 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
In this l iterature review, the relation of 
h or i zonta l ity and v erticality will be discussed f i rst. 
Th e n li terature directly rele v ant to V/ H se x differences 
will be e xami ned . Next , t h e focus will turn to the 
possibi li ty that people may have accurate understanding of 
c oor din ate reference systems , but may fail to apply t h eir 
kno wl edge when appropriate. Finally , correlates of V/ H 
scores a nd possible mec h anisms for a V/ H se x difference 
will be discussed. 
Th e Correlation Between Verticality and Horizontality 
Verticality and horizontality are correlated 
t heoret i ca ll y , conceptually , and empirically. 
Re l ation of Verticality and Horizontality 
in Piagetian Theory 
Piaget and Inhelder (19~8 / 1956) e xamined the 
coordinate reference aspect of children ' s spatial concepts 
by assessing their understanding of v ertical phenomena 
Cl i k e trees on hills and plumb lines ) a n d horizontal 
phenomena (like water levels ) . Their discussions of 
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cognitive stages and patterns of development were applied 
to both v erticality and horizontality. Piaget and Inhelder 
argued that the two concepts developed simultaneously and 
together lead to mature Euclidean concepts. In Piagetian 
theory, then , verticality and horizontality are related. 
Conceptual Relation of Verticality and Horizontality 
Euc li dean space is hypothetical, thr ee-dimensiona l 
space. In the Euc li dean scheme there are three mutually 
perpendicular a xes which e x tend ad infinitum. One a x is is 
v ertical, another is horizontal, and a third represents 
depth. The vertical a x is is fixed in accordance with 
gra vit y. The other two dimensions are constrained to fall 
wi thin a horizontal plane. 
There are situations in which Euclidean space i s 
neither accurate nor useful. for e x ample, on a global 
scale it i s apparent that not all plumb lines are para ll el 
and that the horizon is not planar . On the smaller scale 
more typical of daily human e xperience, howe v er , Euclidean 
space is a practical and economical means of 
conceptualizing the physical world. 
In the Euclidean space of human e x perience horizontal 
and vertical phenomena are invariantly perpendicular to 
each other. Both are determined by the pull of gravity. 
Neither is influenced by the slope of nearby structures. 
Therefore, verticality and horizontality are related to 
each other in that they are part of Euclidean space, derive 
from the same physical basis ( gravity ) , are mutually 
perpendicular, and are unchanged by the slope of nearby 
structures. 
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Empirical Relation of Verticality and Horizontality 
Adults' verticality and horizontality scores often 
correlate at a statistically significant level. Mackay, 
Brazendale, and Wilson (1972) found significant 
correlations of .39 for men and .58 for women on vertical 
and horizontal scores. Liben ( 1978) gave a water level 
test, tree-on-hill test, and plumb line test to 12th grade 
students. The correlation between sum of tree and plumb 
lines tests (v erticality) with water level was .77 for 30 
boys ( Q< .05) but only .22 for 28 girls CQ> .10). 
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Li ben and Golbeck (198~) had college students complete 
standard V/H tasks ( plumb line and water level) and 
nonphysical V/H tasks. For these latter tasks subjects 
were asked to draw lines "straight across" or "straight up 
and down " within oblique rectangles. V/H correlations were 
statistically significant for men and women on all variants 
of the tasks. In later research Golbeck (1886) again found 
that college students ' scores on water level and plumb line 
tasks were significantly correlated Cc=.81 for 32 men; 
c=.~5 for 32 women). 
0huche (198~) gave a standard water level test, a 
no v el horizontality task, and a verticality task to 192 
I gbo (Nigerian) public school students, ages 8 to 19 years, 
selected through a stratified random sampling procedure. 
The verticality task required subjects to draw lines 
representing posts which were to be set "nice and straight" 
10 
on hills. The novel horizontality task involved a tray 
balanced on a woman's head. Si x drawings of a profile of a 
woman's head , obliquely positioned, were presented. 
Subj ects were as k ed to draw lines indicating a tray 
balanced on her head. 
Two peculiarities limit the value of the balanced tray 
measure. First, human head profiles have no consistent 
straight line referents to indicate orientation, so 
ob l iqueness is not inherently meaningful. Second , a flat 
tray need not be horizontal to remain balanced on a rounded 
object. L 
Subjects received brief training specific to the three 
measures prior to collection of the dependent variable 
data . Intertask correlations were computed separately for 
males and females. All were statistically significant , 
ranging from .~5 to .57 ( ~< .00 1 in all cases ) . 
The Rod and Frame Test CRFT) is often used as a 
measure of field articulation , or cognitive style. The 
dependent variable in the RFT is the subject's accuracy in 
orienting a rod vertically within an oblique frame. Barsky 
and Lachman (1986) administered the RFT, a standard plumb 
line task, and a water level task to 68 undergraduate 
college women. All intercorrelations were statistically 
significant, ranging from .30 to .~2. Willemsen, Buchholz, 
1 The present author tested 
tacky rubber ball and a book. 
even when deviating 35 degrees 
this informally, using a 
The book remained balanced 
from horizontal 1 
Budrow, and Geannacopoulos (1973) found a Spearman rho 
correlation of .37 between water level scores and RFT for 
30 undergraduate college women. 
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There is ample e vi dence to conclude that horizontality 
and v erticality are empirically related. This is true 
whether the V/H scores are deri v ed from standard Piagetian 
tasks such as water levels and plumb lines, less common 
tasks such as tray balancing and pole setting, or from 
co n ceptually related measures like the RFT. 
Gender as a Variable in V/H Tests 
There is much published evidence of a male advantage 
on V/H measures, but only one study will be described here 
in detail. It is the classic , serendipitous study that 
originally stirred interest in a V/H sex difference. 
To demonstrate the notion of horizontality to college 
psychology students, Rebelsky (196~) gave a water-level 
test to 59 men and 69 women Cages from 20 to 26 years). 
They were shown five pictures of rectangular glasses, one 
upright and the others tilted to various angles. Subjects 
were asked to draw lines showing what the water would look 
like if the glasses were half full. Lines drawn within 
five degrees of horizontal were counted as accurate. 
Men obtained significantly higher scores on two of the 
figures, but there were no statistically significant 
differences on the other two tilted glasses. After 
debriefing, many students were still perplexed by the claim 
that still water is always horizontal. Some students 
obtained glasses to experiment with the phenomenon. Even 
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after verifying the principle, some students argued that it 
st ill "l oo ked" tilted. 
Rebels ky marvelled that adults, with 20 years of 
e xp erience drinking from tilted containers, could be so 
thoroughly ignorant of the principle on which the 
phenomenon rests. This was one of the first studies to 
note a se x difference in coordinate reference systems and 
to provide e vi dence that exposure to a physical law does 
not necessarily result in mature Euclidean concepts. 
Rebels ky ' s report foreshadowed a common reaction among 
V/ H researchers : dismay that so many people could 
misunderstand such stable, simple, common phenomena. For 
e xample, Liben and Golbeck (1 98'-±) wrote, "Surprisingly poor 
performance on Piagetian horizontality and verticality 
tasks has been found among late adolescent and young adult 
subjects" Cp. 596). G. N. Kelly and J. T. Kelly (1 978) 
observed : 
The reader is left to speculate how failure to 
understand a concept so basic might affect 
understanding of more sophisticated concepts. The 
reader must also wonder, as do the authors, how many 
other concepts essential to understanding of the 
physical world are not understood by a large 
proportion of females. Cp. 31) 
There have been many studies since Rebelsky's initial 
report which have examined the possible V/H sex difference. 
Most of these studies strengthen her tentative finding 
that, as a group, men obtain higher V/H scores than women. 
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Some of the researchers who have found a significant se x 
d iff erence in adults ' scores on V/ H tasks are Golbeck 
( 19 86 ), Harris et al. ( 1978 ), Jamison and Signorella 
( 19 80 ) , Kalichman ( 1986, 1987, 1989 ) G. N. Kelly and J. I. 
Kelly (1 9 7 8 ), J. I. Kelly and G. N. Kelly ( 197 7), Krasnoff, 
Wa lk er , and Howard ( 1989 ), Liben ( 1991), Liben and Golbec k 
(1 98~, 1986), McGillicuddy-De Lisi, De Lisi , and Youniss 
(1 9 7 8 ), Meehan and Overton (1 985 ), Morris ( 1971 ), 
Signorel l a, Jamison, and Krupa (1 989 ), Thomas and Jamison 
( 19 7 5 ), Wal ker and Krasnoff ( 1978), Willemsen and Reynolds 
(1 973 ), and Witti g and Allen (1 98~ ) . Although the causes, 
correlates, and implications of the se x difference are 
being hotly debated, the preponderance of e v idence 
r egarding male ad v antage in V/ H tasks has led to its 
general acceptance as an established fact. 
Task Variables and Sex Differences 
Many researchers have studied how different aspects of 
V/H tasks influence performance. Shape, orientation, and 
content of the test stimuli have all been e x amined for 
their influence on V/H scores. In general these variables 
have been shown to affect performance of males and females, 
but not contribute significantly to the observed sex 
difference. 
Shape of Test Stimuli and V/H Scores 
In a study on how container shape affects 
horizonta l ity scores, Willemsen and Reynolds ( 1973 ) 
presented 30 college students with water-level tasks 
invol v ing three shapes of containers: petri dish, 
cylindrical "shampoo" bottle , and florence flask. 
P± 
The test apparatus was a glass container cut in half, 
mounted in front of a vertical surface. The container 
could be rotated 360 degrees. Visible through the glass 
was a disk painted to represent a liquid surface. This 
disk could be rotated by the subject to any angle. At the 
side of the test container was a model--an actual container 
half filled with colored water. Like the test container, 
the model was mounted in front of a vertical surface and 
could be rotated. 
fitting slip. 
The model could be covered by a form-
After being introduced to the apparatus, subjects 
watched as the model (petri dish, florence flask , or 
shampoo bottle) was covered and rotated . The test bottle 
was rotated to the same orientation. Subjects were asked 
to set the bicolored test disk to show how the liquid in 
the model would look. The outcome measure was the 
deviation from horizontal Cin degrees) at which the 
subjects set the test disk. 
Men and women made fewer errors on trials involving 
the petri dish than on trials with the shampoo bottle or 
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flask. Men made fewer errors than women on flask and 
bottle trials. For both men and women, oblique 
presentations of the flask and bottle evoked more errors 
than did orthogonal presentations. Willemsen and Reynolds 
( 1973 ) concluded, "The sex differences in adults' 
performance on the water-line task result from the greater 
tendency of females to be influenced by the straight-line 
characteristics of the containers" Cp. 309). 
Liben (1978) gave two water level tasks to 33 male and 
33 female 12th grade students. One task used a rounded 
water container. In the other task the container was 
rectangular. Black line drawings of each shape were first 
shown upright with a correctly rendered liquid line. Then 
each shape was shown in five oblique orientations. 
Subjects were asked to draw in the water line. Any line 
within 10 degrees of horizontal was scored as accurate. 
Verticality was measured by a plumb line task and a 
tree task. For the plumb line, subjects were shown an 
outline drawing of a trailer with a light bulb dangling 
from a cord in the ceiling. They were also asked to draw 
the bulb and wire in pictures of the trailer set on hills 
sloping 30, ~5, and 60 degrees. 
Data analyses showed no significant effect for 
container shape on horizontality scores. Verticality was 
higher when measured by renderings of trees than when 
measured by plumb lines. Water levels were more accurate 
for orthogonal test stimuli than for oblique items. But 
there was no interaction between sex and task for either 
verticality or horizontality. 
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Other researchers who studied the effect of container 
shape have found no interaction with sex. For example, 
Thomas and Jamison c1g75) found that both boys and girls in 
grade school made fewer errors when using a rounded flask 
than when using a rectangular bottle. Murphy-Berman, 
Witters, and Harding (1886) found a similar effect for 
hearing-impaired students ranging in age from g to 12 
years: A rounded flask induced fewer errors than did a 
rectangular bottle. The effect of container shape, 
however, was not mediated by subject gender. 
Orientation of Test Stimuli 
Container tilt influences scores and may interact 
significantly with sex. Wittig and Allen C198~) compared 
scores on three horizontality measures: multiple choice 
format, drawing a line in a container, and manipulating an 
apparatus. A four-way mixed design analysis of variance 
revealed significant main effects for sex (men had higher 
means), test format (apparatus manipulation yielded higher 
scores than line drawing or multiple choice), and container 
orientation (orthogonal stimuli were easier than oblique 
stimuli). Interactions were significant for orientation 
with sex and for orientation with task. A principal axis 
factor analysis showed that all three instruments tapped a 
single factor. 
Ceiling effects were pronounced on orthogonally 
oriented test stimuli, with almost no variance as nearly 
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all subjects obtained perfect scores. This ceiling effect 
was so strong that the authors recommended future research 
into V/ H se x differences only include oblique test stimuli. 
They wrote, "Si nee sex and task differences in mean 
performance appear in angled trials only, researchers may 
wish to delete horizontal and vertical trials" (Witting & 
Al l en, 198Y:, p. 311). 
Other researchers have found that oblique test stimuli 
produce lower V/ H scores than do orthogonal stimuli. 
Willemsen and Reynolds (1973), discussed above, found that 
test stimuli which are either vertical or horizontal lead 
college students to produce very few errors. Similar 
results were found by Smedslund (1963) for children ranging 
in age from five to seven years and by Beilin et al. ( 1966) 
for children six to eight years of age. 
Content of Test Stimuli 
Peskin (1980) observed that much research into 
Piaget's formal and concrete operations stage has shown a 
sex difference, often favoring males. She noted that many 
of the tasks used by the researchers were scientific in 
nature and may have been more interesting to males than to 
females. Peskin devised several new tasks with content 
judged to be more feminine (dealing with cosmetics, for 
example) and substituted these for some of the standard 
Piagetian tasks. 
Peskin ' s subjects were 101 South African girls Cages 
1~ to 15 ) who had either studied science in school or who 
had nonscience education backgrounds. For science 
students, the content of the tasks (standard, scientific 
tasks or novel, feminine tasks) did not influence their 
scores. For nonscience students, however, the content 
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significantly influenced the cognitive stage they obtained 
on the tests. That is, nonscience students obtained higher 
rated cogniti ve levels on kitchen and cosmetic tasks than 
on pendulum or chemistry tasks. Peskin argued that 
e x periential factors and task content must be taken into 
account before sex differences can be adequately explained. 
Ohuche ( 198~; described previously) gave test-specific 
training prior to testing 192 Nigerian students. She found 
that males obtained higher means on two horizontality 
measures , but not on a posts-on-hill verticality task. As 
with Peskin ' s research, this raises the interesting 
possibility that task content may be a factor in the common 
finding of a significant V/ H sex difference. Of course, 
the fact that the dependent variable was collected after 
training limits the inferential value of the results. 
De Lisi (1983) observed that two main hypotheses have 
been used to account for V/H sex differences: competence 
deficit (people fail V/H tests because they don't have the 
concepts) and deficits in competence utilization Cthey 
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kn ow, but fail to apply their knowledge in certain 
settings ) . To help determine which hypothesis is more 
v alid , 60 children ( 10 boys and 10 girls in first, third, 
a nd fifth grades ) were tested on the RFT , water level test, 
and a crossbar horizontality test. The crossbar apparatus 
was a metal bar which freely pivoted on the end of a rod 
which could be set to any angle. The crossbar was weighted 
to remain horizontal regardless of the position of the rod. 
Subjects were allowed to manipu l ate both water level and 
crossbar tasks before testing. For testing, the apparatus 
was hidden and set to a specific orientation. Subjects 
were given an outline of the bottle or rod set to that 
orientation. Their task was to draw a line representing 
the crossbar or water level. Corrective feedback was gi v en 
after each of si x introductory trials. For testing no 
feedback was provided. 
De Lisi argued that the water bottle task has a 
stronger field effect than the crossbar task. If the 
competence-deficit hypothesis is more accurate, then two 
patterns should emerge in the data. First, field-
independent subjects should outperform field - dependent 
subjects on both horizontality tasks. Second, correlations 
between horizontality measures should be equal for field-
dependent and field-independent subjects. 
Analyses showed that field-independent subjects 
outperformed field-dependent subjects on both tasks, 
although the difference was larger for the water level 
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task. Overall crossbar scores were higher than water level 
scores. Effect sizes computed from means and deviations 
showed that bo~s had higher means on both the water level 
task Cg_=.62, .26, and .t..t6 for first, third, and fifth 
grades, respectivel~ ) and crossbar task Cg_=l.13, .56, and 
.50 ) . Despite this, the results were seen as support in g 
the competence-utilization h~pothesis. 
Confounding factors make interpretation of this 
research difficult. First, cognitive st~le was assessed b~ 
the RFT, a measure of verticalit~ within an oblique frame. 
In its reliance on verticalit~ the RFT is conceptuall~ 
entangled with the dependent variables. 
A second confound arises from the effort to reduce 
oblique distractors. Without oblique stimuli one cannot 
adequatel~ assess the upper limits of V/ H understanding. 
In the final anal~sis, then, this stud~ tells us that 
people who find it difficult to indicate vertical in the 
presence of oblique stimuli also find it difficult to 
indicate horizontal in the presence of oblique stimuli. 
Golbeck (1986) h~pothesized that performance variables 
such as ph~sics knowledge, not competence in V/H knowledge, 
account for the usual V/ H sex difference. To test this, 
Golbeck administered paper and pencil tasks to 32 men and 
32 women undergraduate ps~cholog~ students. The tests were 
either ph~sical (water level or plumb line) or nonph~sical 
("draw a line straight across" or "draw a line straight up 
and down"). All lines were to be placed in similarl~ 
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sized, shaped, and oriented rectangles. In the physical 
version the shapes were said to represent a glass or a van. 
For the nonphysical tests, subjects were shown a correctly 
solved problem involving a stimulus tilted ~5 degrees. No 
sol v ed oblique examples were available for the physical 
v ersions. 
Analyses of variance showed significant main effects 
for sex Cmen had higher mean scores) and task (nonphysical 
tasks produced higher scores), but no significant 
interaction. Data were reanalyzed, this time comparing the 
number of men and women who passed the tests (scores of 
five or six out of six items). Chi square analyses showed 
that a higher proportion of men than women passed the 
physical V/H problems, but that there was no difference in 
proportions passing the nonphysical tests. Golbeck 
concluded that the data support the hypothesis that 
physical knowledge, not V/H competence per se, underlies 
the sex difference. 
It should be noted that the data may be interpreted as 
supporting a converse conclusion. Golbeck had predicted 
that a significant sex by task interaction would be present 
if the underlying cause of the V/H sex discrepancy was 
knowledge of physical phenomena. There was no interaction 
of sex with task for either horizontality or verticality. 
In addition, the proportion of women who failed the 
nonphysical V/H tasks (getting scores of two or less) was 
at least double the proportion of men. Finally, the 
procedures were different for the two tests. Nonphysical 
tests began with an example of a correctly completed 
oblique trial. No such guide was given prior to physical 
tests. In summary, then, it is unwarranted to rule out 
differential competence as a cause of the V/H sex 
difference. 
Summary of Task Effects 
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Although many studies have found significant task 
effects, these effects did not interact significantly with 
sex. Thomas and Jamison (1981) interpreted this to suggest 
"that the sex differences on the water-level task cannot be 
explained on the basis of task characteristics alone" Cp. 
275). The research reviewed here supports their 
conclusion. Despite strong evidence that task variables 
may influence V/H scores in predictable ways, there is very 
little evidence of significant or replicable interactions 
between task variables and sex. 
Many of the discrepancies between the studies 
discussed above can be explained by the concepts of task 
difficulty (as mediated by obliqueness, for example) and 
different V/H population curves for men and women. If a 
normal distribution of V/H skill is assumed, and if men 
demonstrate higher V/H skills than women, then studies 
which incorporate difficult V/H tasks should consistently 
find sex differences. If the V/H measures are very easy, 
producing limited variance and strong ceiling effects, then 
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significant differences between sexes will be obscured. 
Researchers who found no sex difference in adults on 
certain V/ H tasks (crossbar task in De Lisi, 1983; and 
nonphysical V/ H tasks in Golbeck, 1986) utilized measures 
yielding scores much higher than typically found in V/ H 
research. That is, they were very easy tasks, with nearly 
all subjects obtaining perfect scores. A notable exception 
is Ohuche C198~ ) , whose posts-on-hill task produced scores 
equivalent to a water level task, but without a significant 
se x difference. It is at least plausible, then, that task 
difficulty and differential V/ H skill curves for men and 
women may account for otherwise conflicting research 
findings. There is some empirical evidence that addresses 
the issue directly. 
Liben (1991) expressed puzzlement over the results of 
crossbar apparatus research. So she developed systematic 
variations on the task used in De Lisi (1983) and 
McGillicuddy-De Lisi et al. (1978) to determine why their 
crossbar tasks produced no significant sex differences and 
infrequent errors by adults. Liben hypothesized that the 
original crossbar task had an insufficiently oblique frame 
of reference. 
Fifty men and 5~ women introductory psychology 
students completed the original Cdisembedded) crossbar 
task, a second task in which the crossbar apparatus was 
placed within a rotatable frame (embedded crossbar), the 
Embedded Figures Test CEFT), and a water level test. If 
poor performance was due to knowledge of the physics of 
liquid surfaces, then the water level task would be 
e xpected to yield lower scores than the crossbar tasks. If 
poor performance resulted from oblique context , then the 
water l e v el task and the embedded crossbar task should be 
equally difficult relative to the disembedded crossbar. If 
field dependence were a key factor, then it should interact 
with task and se x effects. 
Responses within five degrees were scored as correct 
on all horizontality tasks, with possible scores ranging 
from zero to si x. Subjects were classified as field 
dependent or independent based on their position in a 
median split of EFT scores. Field-independent subjects 
scored nonsignificantly higher than field-dependent 
subjects on horizontality tasks. Field dependence did not 
int eract with other factors. Embedded crossbar and water 
l e vel scores were not significantly different from each 
other , but were lower than scores on the disembedded 
( original) task. The results supported the hypothesis that 
oblique context, not specific knowledge difference about 
the physical properties of water, accounts for the sex 
difference. 
The crossbar pivoted on its visual center point and 
remained horizontal only because of hidden weights. It was 
hypothesized that this might have perplexed people who were 
familiar with the relevant physics. A second crossbar was 
built, this time with the pivot hole being mounted above 
the actual and apparent center of gravity. Embedded and 
disembedded crossbar tasks and water level task were 
administered to 100 men and 100 women introductory 
psychology students. After completion of the tasks they 
were as ked to write how they had solved the problem. 
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The main effects of task (embedded or not) and sex 
were statistically significant. The interaction was not . 
Effect sizes were ,go on water level (favoring males), .87 
on embedded crossbar (again favoring males), and .00 on the 
disembedded crossbar. Analysis of subjects' written 
e x planations suggested that thinking in terms of the 
embedding frame lowered scores, while thinking in terms of 
e x ternal factors (gravity, the paper, etc.) led to higher 
scores. Taken together the two studies support strong 
inference that the relatively high scores on the original 
crossbar tasks resulted from the use of an insufficiently 
oblique embedding frame. Put more simply, crossbar studies 
only show that adults succeed on horizontality tasks when 
there is little oblique distraction. The studies do not 
point to situationally specific knowledge of horizontality. 
The Role of Experience in V/H Knowledge 
Training 
Thomas et al. c1g73) attempted to teach college women 
that still water is invariantly horizontal. Subjects were 
placed in front of an apparatus with two bottles: the 
"model," half-filled with r-ed water-, and the test figur-e, 
half a bottle which had been bisected ver-tically. The 
half-bottle was mounted in front of a r-ed and white disk 
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which could be r-otated. For testing, the model was co v ered 
and the disk was rotated at least i5 degrees. Orientations 
of test trials corresponded to oblique clock positions . 
Subjects adjusted the disk to predict the fluid level in 
the model. Then the cover- was r-emoved and the water level 
and prediction were compared. Subjects whose responses 
were five or more degrees fr-om horizontal on two or more 
trials were ter-med "naive. " 
Thirty of i7 women college students were found to be 
"naive" about the task. They were trained by r-epeating the 
task as many as iB times. Only seven of the subjects met 
the criterion of successful learning Cto pass 10 
consecutive tr-ials dur-ing iB training tr-ials.) 
A second sample of 33 horizontality-naive women 
received similar training, only this time the model wasn't 
covered. Following 2i training trials, eight test trials 
were conducted. Again, few subjects exhibited successful 
learning. The author-s concluded that ". subjects who 
perform inaccurately do so because they lack conceptual 
understanding that still water remains horizontal" Cp. 
17i). 
This study substantiated Rebelsky's C196i) observation 
that the principle of horizontality is not readily learned 
by adults who don't already understand the concept. 
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G. N. Kelly and J. T. Kelly (1 978) conducted several 
V/H training studies. In the first of four studies, 31~ 
university education students were shown a bottle, half-
f ille d with colored water on which floated a small raft 
with a vertical mast. Subjects were then shown 12 drawings 
of the bottle rotated to the 12 clock positions and were 
as ked to imagine it being slowly rotated. On the test 
sheet was a grid of faint vertical and horizontal lines. 
The subjects ' task was to draw the water surface. More men 
( 72% ) than women (~ 9%) passed the test ( making no error 
greater than fi ve degrees and a sum of errors less than 30 
degrees ). 
Similar testing was applied to 158 boys and 120 girls 
ranging in age from 9 to 12 years CJ. T. Kelly and G. N. 
Kelly, 1978). An analysis of variance showed a significant 
effect of gender for the 10-, 11-, and 12-year-olds, but 
not 9-year-o l ds. Kelly and Kelly tried to improve 
performance by providing fourth graders with a "science 
l earning center," a collection of materials and 
instructional guides designed to provide interesting 
activities regarding horizontality. The center was placed 
in the back of a classroom for one week. Then posttesting 
was conducted. A Wilcoxin signed-ranks test for matched 
pairs showed that the class with the activity center made 
significant gains, while another fourth grade class, which 
had no such center, did not. 
Finally it was decided to try teaching 29 college 
women the horizontality concept. Th ey were given the 
original water-level test and were asked to state the 
relevant principle. Then subjects were tested using a 
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nove l , three-dimensional test. Several glasses had been 
ti l ted while colored gelatin set inside. Subjects were 
asked to place the glasses onto a lump of clay and adjust 
them to proper orientation. After completing the task, 
subjects were asked again to state a principle that guided 
their performance. Fourteen subjects were unable to state 
an accurate rule and were retained for training. They were 
given guided experience with several three-dimensional 
models and encouraged to state rules or principles that 
might apply. Compared to a control group, the treatment 
group showed substantial learning. However, eight of the 
1~ subjects did not learn the principle. 
Liben and Golbeck (198~), described earlier, 
postulated that knowledge of physical phenomena, not 
underlying Euclidean competence, might account for sex 
differences on verticality and horizontality tasks. To 
eliminate the effect of differential physics knowledge, 
Liben and Golbeck planned an intervention wherein subjects 
were given the relevant physics information prior to the 
tests. The results, they claimed, would thus bypass 
physics awareness and focus on subjects' spatial concepts. 
In the first of two experiments, 80 college men ( mean 
age=18.8 years) and 80 college women (mean age=19.7 years) 
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were randomly assigned to one of four conditions and given 
plumb line and water-level tests. Subjects in the first 
group were told a rule about how to correctly complete the 
tas k . A second group was shown an examp l e of the task 
correctly completed. A third group was given the rule and 
an e xample. The control group received no prompting. 
Dependent variables were scores on plumb line and water-
level tasks. 
significant. 
Only the main effect of sex was statistically 
Presentation of the rule, the example, and 
their interaction were not significant. There was no 
support for the hypothesis that sex differences in V/H 
concepts results from knowledge, not competence deficits. 
In a second experiment Liben and Golbeck (198~) 
randomly assigned 80 college men and 80 college women to 
treatment and control conditions. This time treatment 
subjects were given more explicit rules for plumb lines and 
water levels. For example, regarding water levels they 
were told: 
To answer these problems correctly, it is important 
that you know [that] water remains horizontal or 
level, regardless of the position of the container. 
Remember, even though the glass is tipped, the water 
line will be straight across, or horizontal. Cp. 601) 
Subjects were quizzed on the rules and then tested. 
Scoring was the same as in experiment one. 
An analysis of variance yielded significant effects 
only for sex. Because the main effect of task was nearly 
significant, the data were reanalyzed with Kolmogorov-
Smirnov nonparametric tests. These analyses showed that in 
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the control group a significantly higher proportion of men 
than women passed ( scored 5 or 6 ) the tests. However, when 
t h e r ele v ant information was first imparted to the 
s u b j ects , the se x difference was statistically 
no n s i gnificant. The authors concluded that the data 
s u pport t heir original hypothesis that physics knowledge, 
not underlying competence , e xplains sex differences on 
these tasks. 
These t wo e xperiments pro v ide valuable evidence 
regarding Euclidean concepts, but suffer procedural 
co n founds. When the first e xperiment did not support the 
hypothesis , a second e x periment with a more powerful 
treatment was conducted. When the hypothesis was again not 
su pp orted , the data were reana l ~zed with less powerfu l 
sta t istics , bringing the se x difference for the treatment 
g r o u p below the significance threshold. The 
sig n ificant / not significant dichotomy was then interpreted 
as supporting the initial hypothesis. 
I t mi ght be argued that the treatment e x plicitly 
described not only plumb l ines and water surfaces, but also 
t rained to the outcome measure. This criticism, however, 
misses the authors' point that the instruction could not 
have been effective unless subjects accurately understood 
"up and down " and "straight across." This understanding, 
they suggested, is the essence of a Euclidean referent 
system. 
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Most efforts to train V/ H concepts have met with 
small, immediate gains. However , in most studies there are 
some subjects who simply do not grasp the concept, no 
matter how energetically, creatively, or direct l y it is 
taught CG. N. Kelly & J. T. Kelly, 1978; Liben, 1978; Liben 
& Golbeck, 198~ ; Th omas et al. , 19 7 3 ) Additional l y, the 
gains often fail to generalize to related measures. For 
e x ample , Bars ky and Lachman (1 986 ) produced significant 
ga in s in water level scores for ~9 college women who failed 
an ini tial water level test. But when the sub j ects were 
retested on a water level task using a different bott l e 
shape, the gains disappeared. A sim il ar generalization 
failure was found for 152 second grade students who 
received perceptual and conceptual horizontality training 
CBe ilin et al. , 1966). Subjects showed gains on the 
spec i fic water l evel task which was the focus of training, 
but failed to demonstrate generalization of learning when 
tested with a bottle of a different shape. 
Athletics and Physical Acti v ity 
Svinicki et al. C197i ) gave a one-tria l version of the 
RFT to five physically active men, five inactive men, five 
acti v e women, and five inactive women. Subjects were 
classified as physically active if they reported spending 
five or more hours weekly in "strenuous physical activity, " 
classified themselves as physically active, and reported a 
history of strenuous physical activity. Criteria for 
inacti v ity were spending less than one hour per week in 
strenuous physical activity, self-classification as 
i n acti v e , and a history of inacti v ity. No detai l s were 
g i v e n a bo u t whi ch specific acti v ities were invol ved. 
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An ana l ysis of v ariance for the dependent v ariable 
( d egrees de v iation from v ertica l on the Rod-and-Frame test ) 
showed no sign i ficant se x difference , but did yield a 
significant effect for physical activity. Comparisons of 
mean scores showed that physically active subjects had 
h i g h er scores than physically inactive subjects. Regarding 
se x differences in field-dependence Svinic k i et al. (1 97~ ) 
conc l uded: 
[ Se x d i fferences] might be r elated to the relative 
l i kelihood of males and females engaging in physical 
ac t i vi ty. Females who are more physically active 
s hou l d be more field-independent and the se x 
difference might disappear. Cp. 1238 ) 
Ne wcombe et a l. (1 983 ) l isted adolescent and adu l t 
act ivi ties that in v ol ve spatial s k ills and se x- typing. 
Acti v ities such as hunting , frisbee , air hockey , juggling , 
dra wi ng , navigating a car , ballet , quilting, and typing 
were categorized as mascu l ine , feminine, or neutral. The 
f i nal list of 81 se x -related spatial activities was 
selected on the basis of interrater reliability in 
categorizing the activities as masculine, feminine , or 
neutral. There were ~O masculine items, 21 feminine items , 
and 20 neutral activities . The Spatial Activities 
Questionnaire CSAQ) was administered, in checklist form, to 
22 men and 23 women college students for whom Differential 
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Aptitude Test COAT) scores were available. Scores on the 
SAQ correlated .33 with all subjects' scores on the Spatial 
Relations portion of the DAT Cfor women ~=.~O; for men 
r=.18). It should be noted that 26 of the ~O "mascu lin e " 
activities and 3 of the 21 "feminine" activities might be 
c l assified as sports. Thus it appears that participation 
in sports seems to correlate with high scores on at least 
one measure of spatial abilities. 
In a partial replication of the above study, Olson et 
al . ( 1988) investigated the correlation between spatial 
abilities and physical acti viti es for 53 college women and 
~5 college men. Assessments included the Spatial 
Dimensionality Test Can e xp erimental battery of tasks like 
hidden figures, mental rotations, and paper folding), the 
Spatial Antecedents Questionnaire (measuring spatial 
act ivi ties such as sports and hobbies), the Academic 
Courses Scale Ct o measure e x perience with spatially-
relevant academic courses), the Self-assessment Scale 
( subjects rate their skills on spatial tasks relative to 
their peers ), the Environment Mapping Scale (kn owledge of 
campus landmarks, judgment of distance between landmarks, 
and awareness of direction ), and the Revised-Individual 
Questionnaire (assessing subjects' preference for visual or 
verbal processing style). 
Previous course work and self-assessed capacity 
accounted for most of the variance in spatial performance. 
For the total sample it was found that participation in 
s~orts such as football, skiing, soccer, and bicycling 
c~rrelated positively with spatial scores. Surprisingly, 
f~r women and for the entire sample there was a significant 
n2gative correlation between participation in ballet and 
c1oreographing dance and SDI scores. It should be noted 
t,at women rated themselves as highly as did males on the 
S=lf -assessment of spatial abilities, in contrast to some 
p~evious research CLunneborg & Lunneborg, 198~). 
This research suggests that participation in spatial 
a:tivities ma~ correlate with scores on spatial tests. In 
t ~at context, ath l etics may be correlated with spatial 
S<ills. 
Signorella et al. (1 989 ) attempted to shorten the 81-
i~em SAQ (de scribed abo ve; Newcombe, et al., 1983) to 10 
masculine items ( e.g ., baseball, football, target 
shooting ), 10 neutral items ( e.g., tennis, diving, 
bowling), and 10 feminine items Ce.g. , figure skating, 
embroidery, quilting). This short version of the SAQ 
includ ed a se v en-point rating of frequency of participation 
in each activity. Alpha coefficient reliabilities for the 
masculine and feminine subscales were .79 and .77, 
respectively CSignorella, Krupa, Jamison, & Lyons, 1986). 
No validit~ data were available. The shortened SAQ, Card 
Rotation Test CCRT), Bern Sex Role Inventor~ CBSRI), and a 
paper-and-pencil water level task were given to 1~6 women 
and 198 men in a general ps~cholog~ class. On the water-
level test men outscored women C~=+.53). In a causal 
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modeling correlational analysis there was a significant 
effect of SAQ for men and women, while the BSRI interacted 
wi th water-level for women, but not for men. 
dre w the following conclusion: 
The authors 
The effect of BSRI M [masculine score] was not 
mediated by activity participation. This suggests 
that, although individuals with higher BSRI M scores 
are more active, it is masculine activity 
participation, not activity in general, that relates 
to spatial performance. Cp. 95) 
They suggested that future research focus on participation 
in masculine-stereotyped activities, particularly during 
adolescence. 
Petersen (1981) reviewed sex differences in spatial 
performance. She noted that spatial performance, field 
independence, and horizontality are related concepts Ca 
position later recanted; Petersen, 1983). The review 
produced three main factors that might account for sex 
differences in spatial abilities: parental socialization, 
sex role socialization, and biological factors. Petersen 
(1 981) then conducted original research to test whether 
these factors might significantly account for sex 
differences in spatial abilities. 
Extreme groups sampling yielded a matrix of six cells, 
each with 25 suburban high school seniors. The cells were 
based on sex and Guilford-Zimmerman Clock Test scores 
Chigh, middle, or low). The BSRI, Parent Behavior Form, 
self-report of timing of puberty, and a dichotic listening 
task were administered to all subjects. 
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There was no evidence that boys and girls differed in 
their invo lv ement with parents, although high parental 
involv ement coincided with high spatial scores for both 
bo ~s and gir l s. No within groups se x role differences were 
found, failing to support a sex role / spatial abilities 
correlation. There was no effect for dichotic listening. 
Subjects with low spatial abilities began puberty at an 
earlier age than middle and high spatial abilities 
subjects. Athletic bo~s scored higher on the spatial 
measures than nonathletic boys. This relation did not hold 
for girls. The biological factor of puberty onset and 
athletic participation correlated with spatial abilities. 
It i s difficult to interpret the interesting findings of 
athletics within the context of this study since 
athleticism can not be said to result from only one of the 
posited factors: parental socialization, sex role 
socialization, or biological effects. 
As is evident in the research described above, there 
are several reasons to anticipate that sports participation 
might correlate with V/H test scores. First, there are 
many sports which require superior V/H comprehension. Any 
golfer who fails to account for the slope of a green would 
be a pitiable putter. Successful participation in balance-
intensive sports such as gymnastics, skiing, and figure 
skating rests on precise awareness of the vertical pull of 
gravity. A gymnast on a balance beam would fall repeatedly 
if she tried to stand perpendicular to the slope of nearby 
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bleachers. Likewise, a skier who anticipates that the pull 
of gravity is influenced by the angle of the hill would be 
incapacitated. 
The correlation between athletics and V/ H skills has 
not been empirically established. Indirect evidence comes 
from research dealing with spatial abilities other than 
horizontality or verticality. These data indicate that 
spatial abilities correlate positively with participation 
in sports and related activities. The only evidence that 
directly addresses the issue of V/ H abilities and physical 
activity ( Svinicki et al., 197~ ) suggests that a 
significant relation e x ists. Although there is reason to 
anticipate a correlation between sports and V/H abilities, 
l i tt l e research into the matter has been conducted. 
Schooling 
Kalichman ( 1989 ) argued that V/ H research conducted 
with college students ought to take into account the 
sub j ects ' academic major. Kalichman (1586, 1987) 
administered paper-and-pencil water level tests to 
undergraduate students in five college majors. There were 
25 women and 25 men in each of the majors CN=250). Four 
straight-sided bottles and four round bottles were pictured 
at 30, 60, or 90 degrees of tilt. Subjects were asked to 
draw a line representing the surface of the liquid in the 
half-filled bottles. Any line deviating from horizontal by 
six degrees or more was scored an error. Total scores 
could range from Oto 8. 
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Major and sex were statistically 
significantly related to horizontality scores, with men and 
science maj ors outperforming females and liberal arts 
majors. Se x accounted for less than 10~ of the v ariance in 
t hi s study. Kalichman warned that horizontality research 
whi c h uses university students but fails to account for 
ma j or may misrepresent actual abilities of col l ege men and 
women. 
I t should be noted that Kalichman may have overstated 
the importance of academic major in e x plaining his data. 
Comparing the proportions of men and women passing the test 
within each col l ege major Cas reported in Kalichman, 198 7) 
yielded effect sizes C~ ) ranging from 1.00 ( natural science 
ma j ors ) to 1.2 8 ( social science majors ). In other words, 
a lthou gh major may have influenced absolute performance on 
water -l e v e l tasks, the relative se x differences remained 
stable and large Ca full standard deviation ) across all 
five majors in his study. 
There are at least two reasons to e x pect academic 
major to covary with V/H ability. First, a person ' s 
educational history may have an impact on knowledge of 
fundamental physical phenomena. Second, students may be 
e x pected to select majors which coincide with their 
individual strengths. For example, a person who has 
e x treme difficulty comprehending verticality might find 
engineering to be an decidedly unpleasant field. The 
available evidence suggests that education is related to 
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V/ H skills , but does not account for the usual sex 
difference. Observing that V/ H sex differences remain 
stable even when academic major is controlled, Kalichman 
wrote, " This result suggests that academic e x periences may 
effect tas k performance within and between se x es, but can 
not completely account for se x differences" ( 1987, p. 3 ) . 
Summary of Ex periential Factors 
Academic history, participation in athletics, and V/ H 
training appear to be related, if indirectly, to 
performance on V/ H tests. Differences in academic major 
correspond to V/ H scores, although men tend to obtain 
higher scores than women even within majors. Athletes may 
be e xpected to obtain higher scores than non - athletes on 
spatial tests, although it is not clear if this pattern 
holds for V/ H tests in particular. Training has been shown 
to produce statistically significant gains on V/ H measures, 
although generalization is poor and many subjects fail to 
demonstrate mastery even after extensive education. It is 
apparent that experiential variables significantly affect 
V/ H sex differences. But it is not clear which experiences 
are most important nor is it certain that environmental 
manipulations can lead to parity between men's and women's 
scores on difficult V/H tests. 
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Hidden Know l edge 
One e xciting possibility in V/ H research is that 
p eop l e may ha v e intact coordinate reference systems , but 
'.so me ti mes fa il to apply their kno wledge to re l e v ant 
~ rob l ems. Ka l ichma n (1 988 ) arg ued that there are a t least 
'.S i x compo nent s k ills in v ol v ed i n standard horizontality 
t ests : v isual-perceptual ski l ls , mental rotation , image 
g eneration , disembedding , use of spatial coordinate system, 
a n d recall of relevant information. Any of these might be 
impli cated in the se x d i fferences obser v ed to date. It is 
p remature, he suggested, to p r esume that many women do not 
a v e intact Euclidean referent systems. He called for 
fu rther component s k ills research. Liben and Golbec k 
(1 986 ) argued that physical content in V/ H tas k s interferes 
wi th assessment of Euclidean awa r eness. They wrote , 
"I ns t r uc ti onal inter v entions for [ adult] females should be 
a i med at facilitating the application of an e x isting and 
potentially available conceptua l framewor k, rather than 
establish i ng that framework de nova " CLiben & Golbeck, 
1986, p. ~89 ) . 
Doty ( 19 70 ) found that wording of instructions can 
significantly influence performance on a verticality task. 
Ask i ng subjects to judge whether a line was tilted or not 
y ielded different performance than asking subjects to Judge 
~hether a line was vertical or not. It appears, then, that 
orthogonal and oblique are not conceptual opposites and 
that misapplication of oblique lines does not necessarily 
imply misunderstanding of orthogonality. 
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McGillicuddy-De Lisi et al. (1978) noted that water-
line performance is not necessary to demonstrate 
horizontality. To test horizontality without using water, 
a crossbar apparatus was used. (This is the same apparatus 
used in De Lisi, 1983 and reviewed by Liben, 1991, all 
discussed above.) 
First-, third-, and fifth-graders and college students 
ClO males and 10 females from each) were tested on both the 
crossbar and a water-line task. Responses were lines drawn 
on a pictorial representation of the apparatus (crossbar or 
fluid container). A short training by exposure was used. 
There was a significant sex difference favoring boys for 
fifth-graders on both tasks. But for college students the 
difference was statistically significant only for the 
water-level test. 
The authors concluded that a stable concept of 
horizontality must have been present for accurate crossbar 
performance. Given the different patterns between the 
tasks it appears that the water-level test does not 
directly reflect maturity of one's coordinate axis system. 
A possible confound, however, is that the base of the 
crossbar apparatus was consistently horizontal, perhaps 
cuing subjects' responses. Liben's (1991) criticisms of 
De Lisi (1983) also apply to this research. 
Blades and Spencer (1989) examined the ability of 
young children to use Euclidean reference systems in three 
e x periments. In the first two experiments, children age 
four to six years were given two coordinates and asked to 
find a particular location on a grid. Some of the children 
had grid lines to facilitate their performance. These were 
not found to improve children's scores. Reference labels 
for vertical and horizontal axes were letters, numbers, or 
colored circles. Children were most accurate with colors. 
In a third experiment children were asked to identify the 
=oordinates, when given the location. Most children were 
3ble to perform this task. It was concluded: 
Children's success in these experiments suggests that 
they are capable of combining information from two 
dimensions. This would indicate an appreciation of 
Euclidean spatial relationships by children as young 
as Lf years. Cp. 17) 
In preparation for this dissertation, much pilot 
esearch was conducted. One finding was that even people 
uho failed water level and plumb line tasks could 
,ccurately perform other V/H tasks. For example, only one 
cf 20 subjects made errors on multiple choice test items 
cealing with people standing on a hill (verticality) and a 
tall rolling on a sloped surface Chorizontality). This 
s...Jggests that some people may have accurate concepts of 
\erticality and horizontality, but fail to apply their 
klowledge to all relevant situations. Of course, this 
plot research was conducted informally, with no controls 
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f or confounding variables. Therefore the findings are 
u seful primarily for guiding future research. 
It has been demonstrated that people who fail water-
l e v e l and plumb line tas ks may successfully comp l ete other 
t es t s of horizontal and v ertical awareness CLiben & 
3olb ec k, 19 86 ; McG illi cuddy-De Lisi et al. , 1978). 
::-urth ermore , words like "v ertical, horizontal ," and 
" tilted" do not ha v e a directly antonymous or antithetica l 
3ignifi cance for many subjects CDoty, 1970). I t appears 
Jossible that most adults do have at least a rudimentary 
:o mprehension of horizontality and verticality, but often 
~ai l to apply this knowledge in appropriate situations. 
Possible Mechanisms for V/H Sex Differences 
Limited research has been conducted into mechanisms 
: hat might underly the V/H se x difference. But much 
-esearch has been conducted investigating se x differences 
_n spatial ability. While some have argued that V/ H skills 
are not re l ated to spatial ability ( Petersen , 1983 ), others 
a ve demonstrated empirical correlations CGeiringer & Hyde, 
_9 76) and conceptual links ( Piaget & Inhelder , 19Y:8/ 1956 ) 
between V/H and spatial abilities. Possible mechanisms for 
:h e sex difference in spatial abilities in general and V/H 
,bilities in particular include biological, social, and 
_nteractional factors. 
Biological Mechanisms 
Biological factors that may be causally related to V/H 
se x differences are otolith functioning, hormonal 
differences, and X-linked genetics. 
Sholl (1 989 ) conducted a series of five e x periments to 
inv estigate the possible correlation between horizontality 
and otolith functioning in college students. Although men 
participated in portions of the research, only data from 
women were used in the analysis of otolithic vestibular 
perception. Horizontality was measured by a water-level 
task involving 16 bottles of four different shapes 
( rectangular flas k, round-bottomed flask, wine bottle, and 
hour-glass-shaped ) oriented to octant intersections ( every 
~S degrees ). Each orientation was used tw i ce. Under each 
figure was a straight line representing a table top. 
Subjects were told to imagine that the bottle was sealed 
and half filled with water. Their job was to draw a line 
representing the top of the liquid. Any line deviating by 
more than five degrees from horizontal was considered an 
error. People were classified as good-horizontality 
sub j ects CGHS) if they made two or fewer errors. Those who 
made seven or more were termed bad-horizontality subjects 
CBHS). 
In the first experiment good-horizontality males 
CGHM), good-horizontality females CGHF), and poor-
horizontality females CPHF) were given the rod-and-frame 
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test CRFT), the Purdue Spatial Visualization Test CPSVT, a 
measure of mental rotation ski ll s ), and the spiral tube 
p rob l em Ca one- i tem physics test ) . GHM did slightly better 
than GHF o n the spiral tube problem, showing some se x 
difference. Th ere was no relation between spiral tube 
accuracy and horizontality group for females. On the RFT 
an opposite pattern occurred ; GHM and GHF did not differ 
whil e GHF were more accurate than PHF. The PSVT had a 
significant effect for se x. The PS VT horizontality effect 
approached significance Cp< .10). In a regression analysis 
of data from the women subjects , only the RFT significantly 
predi cted horizontality. 
Because the size of the frame effect in the RFT is 
said to be a function of a person ' s relative use of 
vestibul ar and visual stimuli, Sholl decided to investigate 
v estibular effects on horizontality in a second e x periment. 
Subj ects from the first e x periment were asked to sit in a 
whe el chair while they were pushed along several pathways 
at a predetermined speed. Their task, at the end of the 
short ride, was to point with a protractor device to the 
p l ace where they started. To eliminate visual and auditory 
cues, subjects were blindfolded and listened to white noise 
on headphones. The Raleigh test was used to determine 
whether subjects tended to point the same direction 
(cl ustering) and whether they were right. GHM and GHF 
s ubjects made significantly clustered responses on some of 
the pathways, although only males were clustered in the 
target direction. PHF were random across all conditions, 
lending support to the hypothesis that v estibular 
functioning plays a role in awareness of horizontality. 
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Altern ati ve e xpl anat ions for the results were that PHF 
perceived their mov ement accurately, but either failed to 
mentally update their position or had difficulty in 
respon se production. A third experiment attempted to 
address these possibilities by having subjects walk rather 
than ride along the path. This would leave unchanged the 
requirements for spatial updating and pointing, but would 
provide kinesthetic information to supplement vestibular 
sensation. If subjects were more accurate under these 
conditions, then updating or pointing difficulties would 
not be viable alternative hypotheses. All subject groups 
showed improved performance, although PHF subjects 
performed randomly on two of the more difficult paths. 
Sholl (1989) concluded that since kinesthetic/motor 
efferent sensory information improved scores, vestibular 
insufficienc~, not some other factor, must be related to 
horizontal it~ scores . She wrote, "The results of 
Experiment 3 indicate that the sex and horizontality 
effects in passive transport have a vestibular basis" 
( Sholl, 1989, p. 119). 
A fourth experiment was designed to eliminate counting 
as a method of judging distance and motion. Subjects were 
asked to repeat "the" to themselves as the~ rode in the 
wheelchair. This procedure was used to prevent subvocal 
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articulation as a means of measuring time. Subjects were 
as ke d to determine which of two paths was longer and to 
irdicate how much they had been turned. In this way two 
vestibular functions were tested: detection of angular 
rctation and distance displacements. There was no 
statistically significant effect for horizontality on angle 
jLdgments. 
wEre GHS. 
PHF were less accurate in judging distance than 
For men the ability to Judge distance was 
ccrrelated with judgment of angles C~=.6~). For women 
trere was no meaningful correlation Cfor GHF, ~=.06; for 
PrF r=-.06). 
The last experiment was designed to compare estimates 
of time and distance for GHF, PHF, and GHM. Time judgments 
d jd not correlate with horizontality group for women. 
Distance judgment accuracy did correlate with horizontality 
s~ill. GHM performed better on time judgments than GHF, 
bLt there was no significant difference on distance 
jLdgments. 
The five experiments provide evidence that vestibular 
fLnctioning may have an influence on horizontality among 
females. However, because no poor-horizontality males were 
ircluded in the research, it is not clear if this factor 
accounts for the sex difference. 
In summary, a series of experiments were conducted to 
test the effect of vestibular functioning on horizontality. 
Fer women college students, distance judgments which were 
bcSed on vestibular sensation were correlated with 
h orizonta l ity. Rod and frame test accuracy was also 
correlated with horizontality. Judgments of time, 
Jud gments of angular motion, spatial updating, and mental 
r o t a ti on were not correlated wit h horizontality . 
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Researc h in to cogniti v e abi l it i es and phys i ological 
v ar i ables suc h as the tim i ng of pu berty and somatic 
a ndrogyny suggests that se x hormones may figure into 
s patia l abilities se x differences ( Newcombe & Dubas, 1g87 ) . 
Sa n ders and Soares c 1g86 ) had college students c1 g~ women 
a nd 80 men ) ta ke the Shepard /Metzler Mental Rotation test 
( t h ree-d i mensiona l mental rotat i ons ) , the EIS Card Rotation 
t est ( two-d i mensiona l mental rotations ), and PMA Vocabulary 
t es t . Al l s u b j ects were as k ed to rate how early they 
e nt e r ed puberty re l at iv e to t heir same - se x peers using a 
F iv e-point sca l e ( much earlier, earlier , same time, later , 
o r mu ch later ) . Women were as ked to report their age at 
menarche and men were asked to report the i r ages at first 
nocturnal emission and when they first began shaving 
regu l ar l y. 
Ratings of puberty onset ( ear l y or late ) were 
s i gnif i cantly related to scores on the Mental Rotation test 
( three-dimensional ) , but not the card rotation or 
v ocabulary test scores. Age at menarche, shaving, or 
nocturnal emission were not related to any of the cognitive 
measures. Men had higher scores on the spatial tests, but 
lower scores on the vocabulary test. The authors noted 
that the correlation between puberty onset and spatial 
abilities depends on both the specific measure of spatial 
ab il ities and the way of measuring puberty onset. This 
st u d y found that onset of puberty and se x accounted for 
uniqu e por ti ons of v ariance in spatial abilities and t h at 
th e age at onset of puberty isn ' t the sole determi n ant of 
se x d i fferences in spatial abi l ities . 
Other researchers have e xamined the relation between 
age at puberty and spatial skills. The results are 
i n co n siste n t. Waber ( 1977 ) found that a l l variance on 
spatia l ability measures CWechsler-Bellvue Block Design and 
Spatia l Abilities of Primary Mental Abi l it i es Test ) that 
was e x plained by se x was also e x plained by age at puberty. 
Rierdan and Koff C198~ ) , on the other hand, found that 
re por t ed age at puberty onset was no t sign i f i cantly 
c orre l ated with scores on the Group Embedded Figures Test 
CGEFT; c= . 02 ; Q=l~~ ) or the Digit Symbol subtest on the 
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised Cc=-.07; Q=60 ) . 
Strauss and Kinsbourne ( 1981) found no significant 
cor r elation between reported age at menarche and score on a 
multiple-choice horizontality measure. 
The way puberty affects spatial skills may depend on 
which skills are being assessed. Diamond, Carey, and Bac k 
( 1983 ) administered the Embedded Figures Test CEFT ) and a 
face recognition task to adolescent girls. Pubertal status 
was determined by height and weight measurements, pubic 
hair distribution, and breast development. Girls, ranging 
in age from 10 to 1~ years, were classified as prepubescent 
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( ~=39), actively pubescent C~=~O) , or postpubescnt (~38). 
They were also classified as early, middle, or late 
maturers. face recognition scores were lower for actively 
pubescent girls relative to pre- and postpubescent girls. 
Relative age at puberty was not a significant factor in 
accounting for face recognition scores. In other words, 
the onset of puberty coincided with a dip in skill at 
recognizing faces. In contrast, pubertal status was not a 
significant factor in accounting for EFT scores. 
Regardless of pubertal status, early maturers obtained 
lower EFT scores than did late maturers. The authors 
concluded that maturation, mediated by hormones, was 
complexly related to spatial abilities. 
Petersen (1976) assessed the relation of somatic 
androgyny and cognitive abilities by analyzing data from 
the longitudinal study conducted by the Fels Research 
Institute. Physical androgyny was rated from frontal 
photographs of nude subjects when 13, 16, and 18 years of 
age. Ratings were given for hair distribution, muscle 
development, genital or breast size, and overall body 
shape. Scores ranged from 1 (extremely masculine) tog 
(extremely feminine). Two cognitive measures were taken. 
Fluent production was the combined scores from Digit Symbol 
(Wechsler-Bellevue Test) and Word Fluency (Primary Mental 
Abilities Test). Spatial ability was a composite of scores 
on Block Design (Wechsler-Bellevue Test) and Space (Primary 
Mental Abilities Test). 
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To eliminate pubertal status as a confounding 
variable, most analyses were based only on scores for the 
18-year-old subjects. Physically masculine men had higher 
fluency scores than spatial scores. Less physically 
masculine men had the opposite pattern: better scores on 
the spatial measures than on fluency. For women fluent 
production was significantly related to somatic androgyny. 
Masculinity , however, was positively related to women's 
spatial scores. In other words, physical masculinity was 
po sitively related to spatial ability in women, but 
negatively related to spatial ability in men. It was 
concluded that the results support the hypothesis that sex 
hormones significantly affect spatial abilities. 
Some have argued that brain lateralization is related 
to the V/H se x difference. Waber (1977) administered a 
dichotic listening task to 80 children in 5th, 8th, and 
10th grades. Children were asked to identify phonemes 
which were briefly presented in right or left ear. 
La t era li zation was inferred from the differential scores of 
right- versus left-ear stimuli. Late maturers were found 
to be more lateralized and more successful on tests of 
spatial ability. It was concluded that maturational rate 
affects the development and organization of higher 
co~nitive functions such as spatial ability. The interplay 
of lateralization, timing of hormonal surges, and learning 
wa~ seen as a probable cause of sex differences in spatial 
abilities. 
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A final possible biological mechanism for V/H sex 
differences is genetic in nature. Thomas and Jamison 
(1981) proposed that gender differences in V/H performance 
may be due to an X-linked recessive gene. They note that 
within many research studies the proportion of males to 
females who meet criteria of V/H success often match what 
is predicted by X-l inked genetics. Their reasoning is as 
follows. The phenotypic expression of X-linked recessive 
traits is e x pected to occur more often in males, at a rate 
equal to the square-root of the proportion found in 
females. So if 50% of females exhibit an X-linked 
recessive trait, then 71% of males should do so. In 
support of the argument Kalichman (1989) reported that the 
proportions of men and women who performed accurately on 
his water level tasks approximated the predictions of the 
X-li nked recessive genetic model. 
The recessive X-linked pattern has been frequently 
cited in accounts of gender spatial differences. Boles 
(1 980 ) reviewed a large body of relevant literature and 
concluded, "There is essentially no convincing evidence in 
support of the hypothesis that a major X-linked recessive 
gene determines spatial ability in man" Cp. 633). No 
integrative review specific to V/H abilities and the X-
linked hypothesis was found for this dissertation. The 
validity of the X-linked hypothesis, as applied to V/H 
differences, remains unsettled. 
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Socialization Factors 
It has been postulated that differences in 
soc i alization might underlie the V/ H sex differences 
( Ma x wel l, Croake, & Biddle, 1975). Investigations of 
socialization effects have focused on sex role orientation, 
parent / child interaction s , and academic history. The last 
two topics--parent / child interactions and academic history-
-have been covered earlier in this paper. The following 
discussion will address the relation of se x role 
orientation and V/H sex differences. 
Kalichman (1 989 ) investigated the relation between sex 
ro l e orientation and horizontality. Subjects were 97 male 
and 97 female undergraduate ps~cholog~ students. The~ were 
g iv en a three-item water-level test ( si x degree margin of 
error ; two or more correct counted as passing), the Self 
Directed Search CSDS ), and Bern Se x Role Inventory. 
Subjects were also asked questions about their knowledge of 
water levels . Men performed more accurately on the water 
level test and more often knew the principle of invariant 
liquid horizontality. 
There were significant sex differences which were 
associated with academic history. Masculine sex role 
scores on the Bern did not correlate with water level 
performance for men or women. Feminine sex role scores 
were negatively related to water level performance for 
women. For all subjects the knowledge of physical 
SY: 
principles, measured by verbal reports, was the strongest 
predictor of success. Kalichman concluded: 
Performance seems to be a function of the interaction 
between gender roles, selection of activities and 
e x periences, and the acquisition of physical 
k nowledge, a ll of which are correlated with se x. Cp. 
99 ) 
Jamison and Signorella (1 980 ) also investigated the 
correlation of Bern scores and horizontality. Col l ege 
students ( 58 women, Y:3 men) completed the Bern Sex Role 
Inventory and were tested on the water-level task using the 
same apparatus as that in Thomas et al. (1973). Subjects ' 
scores from the Bern were collapsed into a single score by 
subtracting the average rating on feminine items from the 
average rating on masculine items. If this score was .5 or 
greater the subject were classified as "masculine." If the 
difference was -.5 or less the subject was classified as 
" feminine. " Subjects whose scores fell between these 
points were placed in the "androgynous" category. The 
dependent variable was number of correct responses in eight 
water-level trials. Any answer within five degrees of 
horizontal was considered correct. 
Data were analyzed by log-linear categorical methods. 
It was found that men and women who scored "masculine" on 
the Bern showed no statistically significant differences on 
the dependent variable. Men and women subjects classified 
as "feminine" did considerably worse, but were not 
statistically different from each other. Androgynous men 
performed much better than androgynous women. In short, 
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"masculine" men, "androg!:Jnous" men, and "masculine " women 
did well Cover 70% of them passing the test). "feminine" 
women , "androg\:jnous" women, and " feminine" men did poorly 
( l ess than ~0% of them passing the test ). Means, standard 
de v iations , and sample sizes for each category were not 
r eported. The authors concluded that individuals ' se x -
role, independent of actual gender, pla!:JS a significant 
r ole in performance on horizontality tests. 
Similar data were collected by Goodrich, Damin, and 
Ascione ( 1888). College students ( 58 men , 100 women) 
com pl eted the Bern and were tested on a measure of 
vertica l ity and horizontalit\d, To match the procedures in 
:amison and Signorella, sub j ects were divided into three 
se x- role groups. A 2 Cse x ) b\d 3 CBern group ) anal\dsis of 
variance was computed. Only the main effect of se x was 
statistically significant. This contradicts the findings 
of Jamison and Signorella ( 1880 ). Thus, the effects of sex 
ro l e on understanding of the Euclidean referent S\dstern 
remain unclear. 
Cognitive Stule 
One correlate of V/ H ability remains to be discussed. 
Cognitive st\dle, or field articulation, is the tendency of 
en individual to perceive objects within the context of an 
embedding frame or to perceive the object in relative 
·solation from the field in which it lies. The variable of 
cognitive style has obvious implications for V/H 
Jerformance. 
M~er and Hensley c1g 8~ ) had~~ women and ~l men 
co ll ege students take the Group Embedded Figures Test 
~GEFT ) and a two-trial water-level task Cone with an 
upright beaker and one tilted ~5 degrees). Subjects also 
urote a statement of how they guided their performance on 
t he water-level task. Judged accuracy of statement was 
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significantly correlated with water-level task performance, 
although the association was weak in practical terms. A 
r epeated measures analysis of variance (sex by cognitive 
style by beaker tilt) revealed significant main effects for 
cognitive style and tilt and a significant interaction 
between the two. For sex there were no significant main 
effects or interactions. Two conclusions were drawn. 
fi r st, the sex difference on horizontality may be mediated 
by cognitive style. Correcting for cognitive style 
Eliminated the significant main effect of sex on water-
e v el performance. Second, the importance of verbalizing 
the guiding principle may have previously been 
cveremphasized as a predictor of water-level performance. 
Neimark (1981) argued that cognitive style might 
j nteract with and confound performance on many measures of 
formal operations. She suggested that future research 
reduce task ambiguity by enhancing clarity, providing all 
inFormation necessary for accurate performance, giving full 
cescriptions of alternative means to the goal, and making 
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the content realistic and familiar. Even imitation , it was 
argued, shows some capacity for formal operations. 
Pascual-Leone and Morra c 1gg1 ) reviewed a broad sample of 
V/H li terature. Regarding cognitive style they concluded: 
The overall pattern of results suggests that field 
dependence / independence is an important factor, but 
that it lea v es unexplained a large proportion of 
v ariance in water level task performance. CPascual-
Leone & Morra, 1gg1, p. 2~6 ) 
Interaction of Biology and Experience 
Cramer c1g71) noted that there are many more men than 
women in engineering. Although his arguments were 
originally intended to account for engineering ability, 
they may be no less valid when applied to spatial ability 
in general and V/ H skill in particular. According to 
Cramer: 
The capacity of the penis and testicles to move and 
retract presents the boy with a particular challenge 
in the development of body image; this may contribute 
to his interest in machinery, physics and the like. 
The boy's better spatial sense relates to the 
greater use he makes of space in motor activity; the 
ability the boy has to perceive his sexual organ may 
also contribute to a better representation of space 
and to his better skill and greater interest in 
experimental sciences and mathematics. (Cramer, 1g71, 
Cited in Hartston, 1gs7, p. 77) 
Summary of Proposed Mechanisms 
Many mechanisms have been proposed to explain the 
origin of gender differences in spatial abilities. These 
range from the way parents treat their sons and daughters 
to corporeal concerns, such as whether research subjects 
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possess a lateralized brain, intact ears, hairy legs, and a 
functional penis. Taken together the proposed mechanisms 
illustrate the extremities to which researchers will go in 
their quest to explain psychological sex differences Cpun 
borrowed from Carlson, 1980, p. 206). 
Summary of V/H Research 
Verticality and horizontality are empirically and 
conceptually related constructs. Adults make more errors 
on V/ H measures than would be predicted by Piagetian theory 
or intuitive conjecturing. Men tend to obtain higher 
scores than women on nearly all V/ H measures. Using V/H 
tests which are extremely easy, and thereby introducing a 
ceiling effect, appears to eliminate this sex difference. 
Numerous correlates, postulated causes, and consequences of 
the V/ H sex difference have been advanced. Experiential 
factors appear to be significant, although many potentially 
important experiences have not been systematically examined 
for their relation to V/H ability. In particular, athletic 
experience may be expected to correlate with V/H scores. 
Training programs appear to increase subjects' scores on 
V/H measures, although generalization may be weak and some 
subjects may be impervious to even the most powerful 
interventions. It appears likely that even subjects who 
fail traditional V/H measures have some awareness of 
invariant horizontality and verticality. No training 
efforts documented to date have attempted to tap this 
h i dden k no wl edge as a means of enhancing learning. 
Pro p osed mechanisms for the V/ H se x difference include 
horm ona l effects, bra i n lateralization, v estibular 
f un c ti oni ng , and X- l inked genetics. 
I n short , it is kn own that adults , especially women , 
do n o t perform as well on V/ H tests as might be e xpected. 
Th e reason for that i s not clear and, as yet , no 
sat i sfactory inter v ention has been identified. 
Hypotheses 
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Guided by a re v iew of the preceeding literat ure it was 
possible to mak e certain pred i ctions for the present 
research. The fol l o wing hypotheses were tested in the 
present research. 
Hypothesis 1 : Verticality and horizontality scores are 
corre l ated. This is true for men , for women , and all 
su bj ects combined. 
Hypothesis 2: Among nonathletic college students , men 
obtain higher scores on a measure of V/ H concepts than 
women. 
Hypothesis 3 : There is no difference in V/ H scores 
between men and women college athletes. 
Hypothesis~ : Adult subjects who receive training in 
V/ H concepts have higher scores on a V/H posttesting than 
do subjects who receive no such training. 
Hypothesis 5 : Among subjects who receive V/H training, 
those who are also trained to relate the new information to 
kn owledge they already have about verticality and 
h orizontality obtain higher V/H scores. 
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METHODS 
Subjects 
Subjects for this study were drawn from two primary 
sources: undergraduate psychology classes and varsity 
athletic programs at Utah State University. A total of 318 
subjects participated. (See Table 1 for a breakdown of 
subject sources and number of subjects taking each test.) 
Table 1 
Summary of Subjects 
Subject !l !l Test Sample Sizes Per Test 
Source N Men Women Format VH1 Gnl VH2 Gn2 VH3 
Student 173 83 90 Ind 173 173 173 171 53 
Students 80 31 Lf9 Group 80 80 80 80 
Athletes 50 32 18 Group 50 
Gymnasts 15 15 Group 15 
Note. VHl refers to the pre-training V/H test, VH2 the 
post-training V/H test, and VH3 the follow-up. Gnl and Gn2 
are the pre- and post-training generalization tests, 
respectively. 
Athletes were recruited from two sources: the USU 
women's gymnastics team and the USU athlete study hall. 
Gymnasts were recruited through the assistant gymnastic 
coach. She acquainted herself with the research by first 
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participating in the procedures as if she were a subject. 
The hypotheses were not explained to her until after the 
gymnasts had completed testing. Convinced that the 
research was interesting, meritorious, and innocuous, she 
too k copies of consent forms and a short recruitment 
statement which she read to the gymnasts at a team meeting. 
All 15 gymnasts accepted her invitation to participate in 
the research even though they received no tangible reward. 
Non-gymnast athletes were also recruited without 
inducement. The investigator arrived at the study hall and 
asked the athletes to volunteer five minutes of their time. 
Despite the fact that they would receive no extra credit or 
personal gain, a large majority of the athletes present at 
study hall agreed to participate. 
A total of fifty varsity athletes ( 32 males and 18 
females ) participated. Men athletes came from the 
following teams : football Crr=13), basketball Crr=ll), track 
Crr=l), and not specified Crr=7). Women athletes came from 
the softball team Crr=7), track team Crr=6), volleyball team 
Crr=l), and not specified Cn=~). 
Undergraduate psychology students were recruited from 
introductory and developmental psychology courses at USU. 
They were offered extra credit or research credit for their 
participation. The principal investigator was invited to 
the class early in the academic quarter and explained to 
the students what the research was about, the amount of 
time that would be involved, and the class credit that was 
being offered. 
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It should be noted that 11 varsity athletes 
were obtained through psychology class recruitment efforts. 
They were randomly assigned to groups , tested, and trained 
a l ong with the psychology students. Their data were 
t reated the same as data from nonathletes e x cept for 
comparisons dealing specifically with athletics. That is , 
their data were included in analyses of general se x 
differences and effects of training. 
Materials 
Tests used in this research were a root beer truck 
test and a multiple-choice generalization test. A 
demographic questionnaire, consent form , and several 
versions of debriefing summaries were also used. 
The root beer truck test, used by the author and 
others in previous research, was employed to assess V/ H 
concepts . CSee Appendix B for a sample of the test. ) On 
the first of two pages is a black line drawing of a truck 
with a rounded tank on its bed and a pipe at the back. 
Subjects are guided to draw lines representing the top of 
the root beer (the tank is said to be half full ) and a 
free-hanging rope ( mounted on the pipe). On the second and 
final page are four pictures of the truck: two on level 
ground and two on 25 degree slants. In all pictures the 
truck faces to the viewer's right. The subjects' task is 
to draw lines representing the rope and root beer surface. 
In pilot testing it was found that man~ subjects 
looked to the investigator for indications on how to draw 
the lines. In order to prevent inadvertent cueing, the 
script and intended visual cues were videotaped. CSee 
6~ 
Appendix C for the videotape script. ) Copies of this tape 
were used for all administrations of the root beer truck 
test in this research, ensuring consistenc~ across all 
testing environments. 
There are advantages of using the root beer truck over 
other methods of assessing V/H concepts. The root beer 
truck test permits simultaneous assessment of both 
vertic alit~ and horizontalit~, can be quickl~ and easil~ 
administered, has an ecologically valid and simple star~ 
line that appears to render subjects at ease, and it 
involves plumb lines and liquid surfaces, the physical 
phenomena most frequently used to assess V/H concepts. 
Data collected by Goodrich et al. (1 988 ) yielded the 
following characteristics of the test. For 552 subjects, 
ranging in age from 5 to 9~ ~ears Cmean=18.3; median=18 ), 
the Spearman-Brown correlation between sums of errors on 
odd and even items is .8~ C .88 for males and .81 for 
females). The correlation between vertical and horizontal 
errors Crr=552) is .68. The test/retest reliabilit~ Cn=18 
college students; one week interval) is .95. It is 
apparent that the root beer truck test reliabl~ assesses 
verticalit~ and horizontality. Furthermore, vertical and 
horizontal scores are clearly related and can justifiably 
be summed to create a total V/H score. 
The generalization test was devised to assess V/ H 
understanding in phenomena not addressed by the root beer 
truck test or training procedures. ( See Appendix D for a 
samp l e of this test.) The generalization test has eight 
items, each using a multiple-choice format. It contains 
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four verticality items and four horizontality items. The 
reliability of the generalization test was assessed in two 
ways: split-half correlations and test-retest for subjects 
who received the placebo treatment. Fifty-four control 
subjects completed the V/H test at least two times. The 
Pearson correlation for their pre- and post-treatment 
scores was .87 C~< .05). This suggests that the 
generalization test is reliable . A second analysis of 
reliability was based on split-half Codd/even) totals on 
the first administration of the V/H test. Subjects in this 
analysis were 11~ men and 139 women psychology students, 
tested either individually or in groups (Table 1, first and 
second rows). The Spearman-Brown correlation between the 
score on odd and even items was .55, suggesting that the 
practical reliability of the generalization test may be 
more modest than indicated by test-retest figures. 
Testing 
Subjects recruited from athletics teams were tested in 
large groups. They were given a consent form, demographics 
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questionnaire, and a copy of the root beer truck test 
( hereafter called the V/H test). The researcher introduced 
the athletes to the task by reading a script (see Appendix 
EJ . Then the videotape of the V/ H test was started and the 
investigator stood to the side of the room. CFor the 
gymnasts this presentation was given by the assistant 
gymnastics coach.) Upon completion of the test subjects 
were instructed to complete the demographic questionnaire. 
When all papers were turned in, a short debriefing was 
offered. 
Subjects recruited from undergraduate psychology 
classes were divided according to sex and randomly assigned 
to placebo , standard training, or enhanced training groups. 
Assignment to groups was done after subjects signed up, but 
prior to actual testing. Because of subject attrition the 
sample sizes for these three groups are not equal. 
Subjects were contacted by telephone and scheduled for 
testing / training. When they arrived) subjects were taken 
individually to a small room with a television and video 
tape player. There they were introduced to the task, were 
asked to read, sign, and date the consent form, filled out 
the demographic questionnaire, and completed the 
generalization test. CNote: 19 subjects actually were 
tested in the presence of one or two other people. This 
was done because of schedule conflicts or to reduce backlog 
on crowded days. In all cases the subjects were seated on 
oposite sides of the room and were instructed to not talk 
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or compare their answers.) A pencil with eraser was 
supplied. The experimenter then gave two copies of the V/H 
t est, two copies of a generalization test, and one 
demographic questionnaire. Subjects who had been 
previousl~ assigned to standard or enhanced training were 
also given a blank 3x5 index card. Then the videotape was 
started and the e x perimenter left the room. 
Tapes were prerecorded to first present the V/H test, 
go directl~ to the preassigned intervention ( placebo, 
standard training, or enhanced training), and then conclude 
with a second administration of the V/H test. When the 
tape was finished, the experimenter entered the room, 
e x amined the materials for completeness, gave a limited 
debriefing, and dismissed the subject. 
Within a week of the first testing an effort was made 
to contact subjects for follow-up testing. Follow-up 
testing included onl~ the root beer truck test. Man~ 
subjects could not be contacted, had schedule conflicts, or 
decided to take partial credit for the portion of the 
research that had alread~ completed. Others failed to 
arrive to their testing appointments. Consquentl~ onl~ 53 
subjects were given the follow-up test. 
Training 
Training was given onl~ to subjects recruited through 
ps~cholog~ classes. Prior to testing, all subjects were 
assigned to one of three groups: enhanced training, 
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standard training, or placebo. The placebo treatment was a 
Road Runner cartoon ("To Beep or Not To Beep"), 6 minutes 
and 30 seconds of animated physical improbabilities. In 
retrospect this choice of placebo may have been misguided 
since it involves such gross violations of physics 
( levitation, delayed falls, oddly contorted ballistics, 
etc. ) that it may have actua lly prompted subjects to 
rethink their first answers on the root beer truck test. 
The standard training intervention was adapted from 
procedures used by Barsky and Lachman (1986), Liben and 
Golbeck (1986, 198~), G. N. Kelly and J. I. Kelly (1978), 
Thomas, Jamison, and Hummel (1973), and the author's pilot 
study. To permit consistency in training a videotape 
format was used. (See Appendix F for the script.) 
Computer generated graphics, three-dimensional models, and 
trick videography were employed to illustrate the various 
points. Common phenomena such as lakes, people walking, 
falling rain, and trees on hills were shown and discussed 
in language carefully chosen to not sound scientific or 
academic. Scientific content was avoided because it had 
been shown to lower females' scores on some Piagetian tasks 
(Peskin, 1980). Duration of the standard training was 12 
minutes. 
Although the video training was designed to directly 
instruct subjects on V/H concepts, an effort was made to 
not teach to the root beer truck test. So trucks, liquid 
refreshments, and ropes were not used in the training. The 
generalization test was used to help evaluate whether 
i nstruction generalized to other phenomena. 
At three points in the training video the subjects 
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we r e as k ed to wr i te something on a 3x 5 card. B\d e xamining 
t h i s card t h e e xperimenter could determine if the subject 
act u all\:j watched the training v ideo. Onl\:j one person 
fai l ed to follow these directions. Her data were 
discarded. 
The enhanced training was identical to the standard 
tra i n i ng , but with two minutes of extra instruction. The 
add i t i onal tra i ning related horizontality and verticality 
to k nowledge that subjects were presumed to already have. 
Thi s presumption was based on information obtained through 
pre v ious research , as e xplained in the " Hidden Knowledge " 
sect i on of the literature rev i ew. 
The enhanced portion of the training related 
horizontality and verticality to two phenomena that nearly 
all subjects seem to understand--rolling spheres and people 
standing. Subjects in enhanced training were taught to 
employ heuristic devices relating these phenomena to 
verticality and horizontality. For horizontality they were 
instructed to evaluate horizontality by asking themselves 
if a marble would role on a given surface. Enhanced 
training of verticality compared the orientation of people 
standing upright with oblique and horizontal surfaces. 
Subjects were then instructed to indicate horizontal and 
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vertical a xes by matching the angles of people ' s bodies and 
surfaces on which marbles would remain stationary. 
All subjects, whether they received standard, 
e nh anced , or placebo training, were taken individually to 
th e testing/training room. There they were introduced to 
the task, as k ed to sign consent forms, given testing 
materials, and started on the videotaped presentation of 
the root beer truck test. The tape continued directly into 
the training segment and into a second root beer truck 
test. 
Group Testing and Training 
The instructor of one very large introductory 
psychology course offered to allow subject recruitement in 
his class only if all volunteers were allowed to 
participate. It had been anticipated that the analyses for 
which these subjects were being recruited would require 
data from approximately 80 men and 80 women. Data from 
more than half of those had already been collected by the 
time of the last recruitment drive. When more than 200 
subjects volunteered from this last class, it was deemed 
superfluous to simply increase the sample size. It was 
decided to use the extra subjects in a study about one of 
the validity threats to the main research. 
Because athletes were tested in groups, but psychology 
students were tested individually, differences in their 
scores might not be directly comparable. So the surplus 
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subjects ( 80 total ) were assembled in groups and given the 
V/ H test, generalization test, and enhanced training. By 
c ompar i ng their scores to those of students who had been 
tes t e d a n d trained indi v idua l ly, it would be possib l e to 
assess the effect of group administration and training on 
V/H scores. Sub j ects were scheduled according to 
con venience. All group-tested subjects received the 
en h anced training. CNo group-tested subjects received the 
p l acebo or standard training. ) Assignment to group or 
i ndi v idual testing was done on the basis of convenience, 
wit h no effort to r andomize , stratify, or otherw i se control 
for systematic differences. 
Debriefing 
Upon completion of the analyses , a l l sub j ects were 
g iv e n a wr i tten debr i efing re l evant to the group from which 
t h ey were recruited. The description included the purpose 
and findings of the research and specific results of their 
gr ou p . For two of the psychology classes the investigator 
presented the results in class. For the other classes the 
instructors presented the results within the conte x t of a 
class discussion or lecture. 
Many subjects requested a personal debriefing. The 
in v estigator personally made a telephone call to each of 
these people. For subjects who could not be reached on the 
first attempt, as many as four more attempts (each on 
separate days) were made. In the telephone call subjects 
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were told about the nature of the research and the results. 
Many of these subjects asked if they had performed 
"n ormal l y. " Unfortunately, the efforts to protect 
an ony mi ty made it impossib l e to track indi v idua l 
performa n ce. So the in v estigator made a sincere attempt to 
ass u age any l ingering doubts about academic potential, 
huma n worth , or cerebral intactness that the ind i viduals 
mi g h t ha v e. No data were collected to determine whether 
t hi s effort was successful. 
Scoring the Test 
To score the V/ H test it was placed squarely on a 
drafting table and secured in place. 
were then measured in who l e degrees. 
The rendered lines 
For cur v ed lines the 
o ri enta ti on between line end points was used . Interrater 
re li abi l ity was not formally assessed. Informal 
comparisons of measurements made by the primary 
in v estigator and his assistant showed e x tremely high 
consistency. All l ines which were within 10 degrees of 
cor r ect were scored as accurate. This part i cular margin of 
er r or was used for two reasons. First, the test stimulus 
was rather small. A line which was inaccurate by even a 
quarter of an inch would not fall within a five degree 
margin. Second, the focus of this research was to 
in vestigate conceptual errors, not graphomotor problems. 
The 10 degree margin was deemed most useful for the 
circumstances. 
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The V/ H total score was the number of lines correctly 
rendered on the two obliquely oriented truck pictures, with 
possible scores ranging from zero to four. The sum of 
cor r ectly rendered rope lines constituted the V score 
( range Oto 2 ) and sum of correctly rendered root beer 
l ines was the H score ( range Oto 2). 
Analyses 
To evaluate the hypothesis of vertical and horizontal 
scores being correlated, Pearson product moment 
correlations were computed between vertical scores and 
horizontal scores for men, women, and all subjects 
combined. Unless otherwise stated, the traditional g value 
of .05 was used in this and all analyses. 
An analysis of variance was computed for non-athlete 
subjects , with total scores Csum of vertical and horizontal 
errors ) serving as dependent variable and gender serving as 
the independent variable. This allowed assessment of the 
second hypothesis, that gender differences would exist for 
a sample of adults. 
To evaluate the third hypothesis, that there would be 
no gender differences in mean scores of athletes, an 
analysis of variance was computed for total scores of men 
and women varsity athletes. The dependent variable was 
total score on the root beer truck test and the independent 
variable was gender. 
For hypothesis four an analysis of covariance was 
computed for subjects who watched a training video 
( standard, enhanced , or placebo). The covariate was pre-
test scores. The dependent variable was posttest scores. 
The independent v ariable was whether subjects received 
tr aining ( standard or enhanced ) or placebo. 
To assess hypothesis five an analysis of covariance 
was computed for subjects who observed either standard or 
7~ 
enhanced training. The independent variable was which tape 
they watched. The dependent variable was score on posttest 
and the covariate was pretest score. 
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RESULTS 
Hypothesis 1 
The first hypothesis was that verticality and 
horizontality scores would correlate. For all 318 subjects 
who participated in this research (173 undergraduate 
psychology students and 1~5 varsity athletes) V and H 
scores on the pre-treatment V/ H test were tallied. 
Possible correct response scores on both V and H ranged 
from zero to two. The Pearson product-moment correlation 
between V and H was .37 C~<.05 ) . CThe Pearson product-
moment correlation was used because the data are interval 
in nature and the sample sizes are large.) For men Crr=1~6) 
the correlation was .27 C~< .05 ) and for women Cn=172 ) it 
was .37 C~< .05 ). It should be noted that men had 
relatively little variance in their V and H scores. This 
was due in part to a ceiling effect ; 6~% of men obtained 
perfect scores on both V and H items. 
had such high scores. 
Only 35% of women 
Although verticality scores do correlate with 
horizontality scores, the two are not equivalent. Of the 
3 18 subjects in this analysis, 97 (31%) made errors only on 
either the plumb line or on the liquid surface. There were 
56 people (18%) whose only mistakes were in drawing the 
rope. Another ~1 people (13%) made errors only in drawing 
the liquid surface. 
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Hypothesis 2 
It was hypothesized that men would obtain a higher 
mean V/H score than women. To test this an analysis of 
variance was computed for undergraduate psychology students 
taking the V/ H test. (T hese subjects are from the first 
row of Table 1 in the Procedures section of this document. ) 
The independent variable was gender. The dependent 
v ariable was number correct (range Oto~) on the V/H test. 
The mean for men cn=3.~8; sd=.89; ~=83) was higher than the 
mean for women cn =c.58; sd=l.~~; ~=90), [Cl,171 ) =2~.3, 
~< .01. Seventy percent of men obtained perfect scores. 
Thirty-nine percent of women obtained perfect scores. An 
effect size~ (based on differences in means and standard 
deviations weighted by number of subjects) was .76 favoring 
men. (This method of computing effect sizes will be used 
throughout this document unless otherwise stated.) In 
other words, men performed about three-fourths of a 
standard deviation better than women. The second 
hypothesis is supported. Men obtained higher scores than 
women on the V/H test. 
Hypothesis 3 
It was predicted that there would be no difference in 
mean V/H scores for men and women college athletes. An 
analysis of variance was computed for 32 male and 33 female 
varsity and red-shirt athletes at USU. There was no 
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si gni ficant main effect of gender on V/ H score for this 
population, [Cl, 63 ) =2.15, g> .10. For men the mean of V/ H 
scores was 3.00 Csd=l.1~ ) . For women the mean was 2.55 
Csd= l .35 ) . A mean d i fference effect size~ was .36 
fa v orin g men. The h ypothesis that no statist i cally 
s ignific ant gender difference is present among ath l etes 
appeared partially substantiated. But closer e x aminat i on 
of th e data revealed a more comple x pattern. 
Fift een of the women athletes were collegiate 
gymnasts . The other 19 women athletes participated i n 
softball, track, field, v olleyball, or basketball. The 
gymnasts had a mean score of 2.13 Csd=l.~1 ) while non-
gymnast women ath l etes obtained a mean of 2.89 Csd=l.23). 
The mean difference effect size between gymnasts and other 
wome n at hl etes was .5 8, with non-gymnasts performing more 
ac curat e ly. In fact, while 7 of 19 C37%) non-gymnasts 
obtained perfect V/ H scores , only 3 of 15 C20% ) gymnasts 
did as well. Why gymnasts would perform so poorly is 
unclear. 
A s imil ar brea k down was possible for men athletes if 
grouped as football Cn=1 3 ) or non-football C~=1 9 ) . Mean 
V/H scores for the two groups were identical. No main 
effect of sport Cat least given the only possible sport 
breakdown available) is present for men . 
Although the hypothesis of no gender differences in 
V/ H scores among athletes is ostensibly supported by these 
data, the relation of athletics to V/H understanding 
appears to be considerably more complex than originally 
anticipated. 
Hypothesis~ 
The fourth hypothesis was that subjects who received 
training would obtain higher mean scores on the V/H test 
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than sub j ects who received no such training. There were 2~ 
men and 55 women who made at least one error on the initial 
V/H test (h ereafter called V/H-naive subjects) and who then 
watched either a training tape or the placebo tape. An 
analysis of covariance was performed on data from these 
V/H- nai v e subjects, with first V/H score as the covariate, 
training tape or placebo as the independent variable, and 
score on a second administration of the V/H test as the 
dependent variable. There was a significant effect for 
treatment on V/H score, [Cl, 76)=6.72, g<.05. V/H-naive 
subjects who observed a training video had a higher V/H 
mean on retest cn=3.09; sd=l.39; ~=53) than V/H-naive 
subjects who watched a placebo tape cn=2.50; sd=l.2~; 
~=26). The effect size difference between the two groups, 
using the effect size at posttest minus effect size at 
pretest, is .69 favoring subjects who watched a training 
tape. The hypothesis appears substantiated; subjects who 
received V/H training obtained higher retest scores than 
did subjects who received no such training. 
It was possible to give the V/H test a third time to 
53 of the above subjects. The other 26 subjects failed to 
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arrive for follow-up testing or could not be contacted to 
schedule testing. Drop-out rates were similar for the 
treatment and control sub j ects: 32% and 35%, respectively. 
The median inter v al between initial and follow-up testing 
was 17 days Cmean=16.7 days; sd=l0.6). An analysis of 
covariance was computed using follow-up scores as the 
d ependent variable, pretest scores as the covariate, and 
treatment/placebo as independent variable. There was no 
significant effect of training / placebo on mean scores at 
f ollow up, [Cl, 50 ) =1.56, g> .10. The effect size 
di fference between the two groups, using effect size at 
Jretest minus effect size at follow-up, is .56 favoring 
subjects who watched a training tape. Examination of the 
neans and standard deviations in Table 2 shows that 
:reatment subjects improved their scores with testing and 
naintained that improvement. Placebo subjects made smaller 
gains after viewing the cartoon, but showed continued 
Lmprovement for the follow-up test. It appears that the 
gains made by subjects after watching a training video are 
1ot short lived. However, repeated testing may improve 
scores, as shown by the linear rise in means for the 
Jlacebo group. 
Hypothesis 5 
It was hypothesized that subjects who received 
enhanced training would obtain higher mean V/H scores than 
uould subjects who received standard training. An analysis 
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of covariance was computed for V/H-naive subjects who 
received training. The independent variable was whether 
subjects viewed the standard or enhanced training. The 
dependent variable was score on the post-training V/H test. 
The covariate was pre-training V/ H score. There was no 
significant difference between means of those who obser v ed 
the enhanced training tape and those who observed the 
standard training tape, [Cl, 50 ) =.61, ~> .25. Means and 
standard deviations for the enhanced and standard treatment 
groups on the pretest, posttest, and follow-up test are 
presented in Table 3. An effect size, computed b~ 
subtracting the effect size at pretest from the effect size 
at posttest, was -.36 favoring those who observed the 
standard training. 
Table 2 
Mean V/H Scores for All Naive Sub1ects 
V/H-Naive Sub1ects: Training Versus Placebo 
Group ----Test 1----
Mean SD n 
Training 1.77 1.05 53 
Placebo 2.0~ 1.08 26 
----Test 2----
Mean SD n 
3.09 1.39 53 
2.50 1.2~ 26 
----Test 3----
Mean SD n 
3.06 1.~5 36 
2.71 1.26 17 
Anal~sis of covariance was also conducted for the 
follow-up test, using pretest scores as the covariate, 
treatment group as the independent variable, and follow-up 
scores as the dependent variable. There was no difference 
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between mean scores on the follow-up test for the two 
groups, [ Cl,33)=.33, ~>.25). The effect size, computed as 
abo v e, was .11 favoring subjects in the enhanced training. 
The hypothesis that the enhanced training video would lead 
to higher scores on V/ H testing was not supported. 
Training that relates difficult aspects of V/H knowledge to 
readily understood V/H phenomena, at least as it was 
conducted in this research, did not appear to be superior 
to the traditional training methods discussed in the 
li terature review. 
Table 3 
Mean V/H Scores for Naive Subjects 
V/H-Naive Subjects Who Received Training 
Training ----Test 1 -- -- ----Test 2---- ----Test 3----
Group Mean SD n 
Enhanced 1.83 1.07 29 
Standard 1.71 1.0~ 2~ 
Mean SD n 
3.00 1.51 29 
3.21 1.25 2~ 
Supplemental Analyses 
Mean SD n 
3.20 1.~o 20 
2.88 1.5~ 16 
The results described above pose many additional 
questions. Some of the questions lend themselves to 
evaluation through analyses that were not part of the 
original research plan. These additional analyses will be 
considered in this section. 
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The Relation Between V/H Knowledge and Athletics 
Group Versus Individual Testing 
Athletes in this study were tested in groups, whereas 
other subjects were tested individually. The testing 
format may have affected the scores obtained by these two 
groups. To determine if administration format (individual 
or group ) influenced scores, the V/H test was administered 
to 80 additional psychology students in groups of 2 to 10 
people ( Table 1, row 2). Their V/H scores can be compared 
to the V/ H scores of subjects who were tested individually 
(Table 1, row 1). Because 19 of the original subjects were 
tested in the presence of one or two other people, the 
sample sizes are as follows; 99 subjects were tested in 
groups and 15~ subjects were tested individually. 
An analysis of variance was computed using V/H score 
on the pretest as the dependent variable and 
group/individual administration as the independent 
variable. Testing format had no effect on means of V/H 
score, [Cl, 251)=.27, ~>.25. Means were 2.95 Csd=l.31; 
~=15~) for subjects tested individually and 3.0~ Csd=l.23; 
~=99) for those tested in groups. The effect size for 
these two groups was .05 favoring group testing. It 
appears that whether testing was conducted individually or 
in groups did not significantly influence V/H scores. 
It is possible that men and women are differentially 
influenced by the presence of other people. To test this, 
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anal~ses of v ariance were calculated separatel~ for men and 
women. Again there was no effect of testing format on mean 
V/ H scores. For men the F was 1.27 Cdf=l,112; g> .25) and 
for women the F was 1.82 Cdf=l , 137; g>.10 ) . ( See Table~ 
for means and standard deviations across groups. ) 
not appear to matter substantiall~ whether group or 
i n di v idual testing was used. 
Athletics and V/ H Scores 
It did 
All subjects were asked to rate their current level of 
sport activit~ in comparison with other people their age. 
A one to fi v e scale was used, with five being frequent 
participation and one being infrequent participation. 
Using data from all subjects who responded to the sports 
rating item Crr=317) a Pearson product-moment correlation 
between the rating and the V/ H score was near zero CL=-.03; 
g> .25 ) . Separate correlations were computed for men and 
for women. Women's V/H scores did not correlate with 
sports participation ratings CL=-.0~; rr=172; g> .25). For 
men, however, the ratings did correlate CL=-.25; rr=1~5; 
g< .01), with frequent sports participation corresponding to 
lower scores on the V/H test. As was the case in the 
anal~ses for h~pothesis four, the relation between 
athletics and V/H knowledge appears to be complex. 
Error Analysis 
What Types of Errors were Made 
on the Root Beer Truck Test? 
BL.f 
Th ere have been some attempts in previous research to 
classify or ana ly ze error types. Harris et al. ( 1978) 
reported that most horizontality errors made by college 
students were at 10 degrees, the smallest foil offered in 
their multiple choice water le vel test. They also noted 
that in l ess than fi v e percent of responses did subjects 
select an answer that was parallel to the tilt of the 
figure. Wittig and Allen C198Lf) also classified error 
types and reported the proportion of each error relative to 
the total number of errors. 
Tab l e Lf 
Mean V/H Scores as a Function of Testing Format 
Format 
Individual 
Group 
Men 
Mean SD 
3.52 .83 
3.31 1.16 
N 
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LfS 
Mean 
2 .Lf9 
2.81 
Women 
SD N 
1 . Lflf 85 
1. 25 5Lf 
A more extensive consideration of water level response 
types was presented by Pascual-Leone and Morra (1981). 
They described four types of responses and analyzed their 
distribution within five sets of data from previous 
research. Their response classification system followed 
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from t he model formulated by Pascual-Leone and has been 
cpp l ied only to horizontality data , although conceivably it 
ni g ht also apply to v erticality measures. Their categories 
uere : acc u rate responses ( within fi v e or ten degrees of 
ro r i zonta l) , compromise responses ( moderate errors of less 
h a n 30 degrees ), bottom dr i ven responses ( essentially 
}ara ll el to the bottom of the glass ) , and e xcessive 
responses ( de v iating by at least 50 degrees ) . Pascual-
Leone and Morra ( 199 1) found the system to be useful for 
ev a lu ating the water l eve l responses made by children and 
cdul ts. 
There were characteristics of the Pascual - Leone / Morra 
response classif i cation system that made it of limited use 
:n th e present research. First, i t considered only 
cbso l ute deviat i on from hor i zontal , disregarding the 
cr i entation of the test st i mul us. In this way l i nes 
~l op i ng in oppos i te directions were grouped together. 
~econd , the "compromise" category engulfed 90 degrees of 
cri e n tatio n, fully one-half of the total range. Third, one 
type of responses was rare l y made by adults. Fourth, the 
~ystem was tied to the comple x cognitive model promoted by 
fascual -Leone. Its generalizability may have thus been 
Ji mi ted ·. For the present research a different 
classification scheme was needed and devised. 
Errors in V/ H research can be classified as 
Lndercorrections, overcorrections, or miscorrections, 
cepending on their orientation relative to the slope of the 
oblique test stimulus. 
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CSee Appendix G for an illustration 
of how these errors were classified.) In this research all 
liqui d surface lines that were drawn nearl~ parallel to the 
s lop ed ground or rope lines that were approximately 
perpendicular to the sloped ground were labelled 
und ercorrections. Specifically , lines sloping at least 11 
degrees in the orientation of the hill ( clockwise or 
counterclockwise) and not more than 30 degrees were 
la belled undercorrections. (Recall that the hills in the 
V/ H test slope -25 and +25 degrees. ) In making this type 
of error a person responds as if the ground were level, not 
sloped. This is the most common type of error made by 
young children . A reanalysis of data collected by Goodrich 
et al. (1 588 ) showed that all errors on the V/ H test made 
by ~8 first grade students were undercorrections. 
Overcorrections are lines which go too far in 
compensating for the slope of the ground. If the ground 
s lo pes upward to the right, an overcorrected liquid line 
will slope up to the left. Any line deviating by at least 
11 degrees in this fashion was labelled an overcorrection. 
A person who makes this type of error shows awareness that 
the rope and liquid don't slope with the hill and responds 
as if the correct orientation were opposite the slope of 
the hill. 
Miscorrections are lines which exaggerate the slope of 
the distracting stimuli. So if the ground in a test item 
slopes by 25 degrees, a miscorrected liquid line is angled 
more than 25 degrees. For this research all l ines which 
e x aggerated the slope of the hill by at least six degrees 
were labelled miscorrections. 
What Patterns are Apparent 
in th e Errors? 
For the 3 18 sub j ects in this research , their pre-
training V/ H tests produced 937 correct responses, 223 
o v ercorrections, 57 miscorrections, and 55 
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undercorrections. Of these 3 18 sub j ects 163 subjects made 
at l east one error on the pre-training administration of 
the V/ H test . Among these 163 V/ H-nai v e subjects, 
o v ercorrections were the most common type of error , with 
128 subjects ( 79% ) making at least one such response. 
Miscorrections were made by 39 ( 2~% ) people. Thirty-four 
indi v iduals ( 2 1%) made at least one undercorrection. 
Because some peop l e made more than one type of error , the 
percentages have a sum greater than 100. 
Recall that subjects were asked to draw four lines 
near oblique surfaces. They could therefore make as many 
as four errors. Of the V/ H-naive subjects, 36 (22% ) made 
more than one type of mistake on the first administration 
of the V/H test. Most of these people made at least one 
o v ercorrection and at least one miscorrection (~=23; 1~% of 
all V/ H-nai v e subjects). Of the 36 subjects who made more 
than one type of error, all but three made at least one 
miscorrection. 
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There is another wa\d to look at error combinations. 
Of the subjects who made undercorrections 38% also made 
other errors. Among over-correctors 22% made other kinds of 
er-rors. But for those who miscorrected 85% made other 
t\dpes of errors. It appears that miscorrection corresponds 
to random responding, with a "pure guess" strateg\d 
uninformed b\d an\d particular algorithm. 
I f miscorrectors are performing at random, the\d might 
be e xp ected to make relativel\d numerous errors. For V/H-
naive subjects who made under-corrections or over-corrections 
the mean V/ H score was 1.92 Csd=l.O~, n=157 ) . Among 
mi scorrectors the mean was 1.20 Csd=l.00, rr=39). This 
\die ld s an effect size of .70. In other words miscorrectors 
scored two-thirds of a standard deviation worse than other 
V/ H-naive subjects. ( Because some subjects were in both 
groups , no tests for statistical significance could be 
performed on these data. Although it is possible to 
dichotomize subjects as miscorrectors or nonmiscorrectors, 
an artifactual difference in scores results. On an\d given 
li ne miscorrectors could make a correct response or one of 
three error t\dpes, whereas nonmiscorrectors could make a 
correct response or one of two error t\dpes.) 
Does the Type of Error Make 
a Difference on How Subjects 
Respond to Training 7 
There were 96 subjects who made errors and received 
some training, either standard or enhanced. Because 
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testing format ( individual or group) had no effect on pre-
or post-training V/H scores, this sample included subjects 
tested individuall~ and subjects tested in groups. 
Of these 96 V/H-naive subjects who received training, 
26 made miscorrections on the first administration of the 
V/ H test and 70 made onl~ other t~pes of errors. Of the 
miscorrectors, 19 (7 3%) were women. Of other V/H-naive 
subjects, Sl (73%) were women. An anal~sis of variance was 
computed using post - training V/H scores as the dependent 
variable and t~pe of error Cmiscorrection or other) as the 
independent variable. There was a significant effect of 
training on posttest mean scores, [Cl, 9~ ) =5.63, ~< .OS. 
Miscorrectors had a mean score of 2.81 Csd=l.52), while 
other V/H-naive subjects obtained a mean of 3.~6 Csd=l.OS). 
The effect size is .SS, favoring subjects who did not make 
a miscorrection on the first V/H test. 
How do Miscorrectors Compare 
to Other Naive Subjects When 
Given a Placebo 7 
An anal~sis of variance was computed, using error t~pe 
on the first V/H test Cmiscorrection or other) as the 
independent variable and score on the second V/H test as 
the dependent variable. Subjects were 26 V/H-naive 
subjects who watched the placebo tape. The mean post-
training scores of the two groups were not significantly 
different C[ Cl, 2~ ) = 1 .03; g> .25 ) . For miscorrectors the 
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mean was 2.00 Csd=l.~ 1; ~=6 ). Other V/H-naive subjects had 
a mean of 2.60 Csd=l.23 ; ~=20 ) . The effect size was .~7, 
fa v oring those who did not miscorrect on the first test. 
How Much Post-Treatment 
Variance is Ex plained by Error 
Type on Pre-Treatment Testing? 
Product moment-correlations were computed between 
scores on the second V/ H test and the dichotomous variables 
of gender, training ( yes or no ), and miscorrection ( yes or 
no). Subjects were 172 psychology students tested 
individually and randomly assigned to one of three videos 
( enhanced training, standard training, or placebo). 
Correlation coefficients were .11 Cg> .05) for training 
C trained subjects did better), . 20 Cg< . 05) for gender C men 
did better than women ) and .32 Cg< .05) for error type 
Cmiscorrectors did worse than others ) . In other words, 
error type accounted for twice as much variance as gender 
and eight times as much variance as training on scores of 
the second V/H test. 
To summarize the findings regarding error types, 
subjects who miscorrect on the V/H test make many errors, 
show a variable response pattern, and gain relatively 
little from training or placebo. The variable of error 
type is more powerful than the variables of gender or 
training in predicting subsequent scores on the V/ H test. 
Generalization 
How do Men and Women Compare 
on the Generalization Test? 
An analysis of variance was computed using the 
generalization test score as the dependent variable and 
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gender as the independent variable. Subjects were the same 
253 students in the previous analysis, all of whom took 
both the V/H test (with either group or individual 
administration ) and the generalization test. For men the 
mean score on the generalization test was 7.20 Csd=l.03; 
n=ll~) and for women it was 6.38 Csd=l.~7; ~=139), [ Cl, 
251)=25.25, Q< .01. The effect size was .65, favoring men. 
Does Training Improve 
Performance on the 
Generalization Test? 
To answer this question an analysis of covariance was 
computed, using pre-treatment generalization test score as 
the covariate, training/no-training as the independent 
variable, and post-treatment score as the dependent 
variable. Subjects were the same as in the two previous 
analyses, with the exception of two individuals who did not 
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complete the second generalization test. Training has a 
significant effect on subsequent generalization test scores 
C[Cl, 2~8 ) =6.10; ~< .025 ) . Trained subjects obtained a mean 
pos t- train in g generalization score of 7 .21 Csd=.91 ; ~=197 ) 
a nd pl acebo sub j ects had a mean of 6.98 Csd=l.12; ~=5~ ) . 
The effect size is .2~ , fa v oring subjects who recei v ed 
trai n ing. I t appears that training improves V/ H 
performance on a v ariety of measures, not Just the V/ H test 
designed for this research. 
Did it Matter Whether SubJects 
Vie wed Standard or Enhanced 
Trai n ing? 
An analysis of co v ariance was computed for subjects 
who received training, with training tape ( enhanced or 
standard ) as the independent variable, score on the second 
general i zation test as dependent variable , and first 
generalization test score as covariate. Subjects were the 
same as in the previous analysis. There was no difference 
bet ween the generalization test mean for those who watched 
the enhanced training CQ=7.17 , sd=.9~ ; ~=1~5) and the mean 
for those who observed the standard training tape CQ=7.33; 
sd=.81; ~=52), [Cl, 195 ) =1.20, ~<.25. The effect size was 
-.16, favoring subjects who obser v ed the standard training 
tape. The specific training tape that subjects viewed did 
not significantly affect post-treatment scores. 
DISCUSSION 
Previous investigations of V/H knowledge have 
consistently yielded three findings. First, many adults 
perform more poorly than predicted by Piagetian theory. 
Second, men tend to obtain higher V/H scores than women. 
Third, training programs are moderately beneficial, 
although a contingent of subjects is quite resistant to 
even intensive efforts to teach accurate V/H awareness. 
These studies have been so extensive and compelling that 
a ny V/ H research which finds near-perfect V/ H performance 
in adults, no V/ H gender difference, or ineffective 
training could be dismissed as flawed or anomalous. 
In this study many subjects, especially women, made 
errors on the V/H test. The magnitude and direction of the 
gender difference matched that of previous research. 
Addition ally, the training interventions utilized in this 
study were only modestly successful. All of these findings 
match well with previously established facts. Given that 
this research utilized a novel V/H instrument, the fit with 
previous research is critical. 
By themselves the above findings offer little new 
information about the implications, causes, or remedies for 
poor V/H Judgment. But there were many findings original 
to this study which do provide such information. The 
following discussion will focus on the findings that extend 
what was already known about V/H awareness. 
As with much research, the most intriguing results of 
this study were not anticipated. Two surprises stand out. 
Fir st, there is a type of error on the root beer truck test 
that seems to signal e x treme Euclidean naivete. Second, 
women gymnasts have lower V/H scores than all other adult 
gro up s studied. 
Also common to most research, this study produced some 
disappointments. First, participation in athletics does 
not seem to be directly related to V/H success. Second , 
this research produced no direct evidence of "hidden 
knowl edge" in adults who make errors on a V/H test. 
Miscorrection Errors 
A significant finding of this study was that 
miscorrections are fundamentally different from other 
responses on the V/H test. This conclusion was reached 
through several different empirical analyses and inspection 
of inferred cognitive strategies associated with the four 
V/H responses. 
Empirically, miscorrectors were shown to be different 
from other subjects. They had lower V/H scores than other 
V/H- naive subjects at the pre-intervention test, after 
viewing a placebo, and after receiving training. In short, 
miscorrectors had consistently lower scores than other V/H-
naive subjects. 
One of the most distinguishing characteristics of 
miscorrection was that other errors were so often present 
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on the same test page. More than one type of error was 
made on the V/ H test by 38% of undercorrectors and 22% of 
o v ercorrectors. But 85% of miscorrectors made at least two 
types of errors. The most common combination was 
mi scorrection with overcorrection. Consider the appearance 
of a miscorrection and an overcorrection together on a V/ H 
test. ( See Appendi x H for an example.) This particular 
combination of errors produces a situation in which the 
plumb line becomes approximately parallel to the liquid 
surface. 
Mature Euclidean concepts have two features : 
perceiving the world through a perpendicular grid and 
gravity orientation of that grid. All subjects who drew at 
least one line more than 10 degrees beyond true horizontal 
or v ertical failed to demonstrate dependable gravity 
orientation. But only miscorrectors failed to maintain 
perpendicularity. Whereas all V/ H-naive subjects portrayed 
inaccurate V/H lines, only miscorrectors depicted the rope 
and liquid surface in a way that substantially violated 
their mutually perpendicular nature. This is another way 
in which miscorrectors were distinct from other subjects. 
Miscorrectors are different from other subjects in the 
strategies they employed on the V/H test. To illustrate 
this point consider the thinking patterns that might 
produce the four responses possible in this research: 
undercorrection, overcorrection, miscorrection, and correct 
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response. ( See Appendi x I for a qualitative analysis of 
these solution strategies. ) 
The least frequent response in this study was 
under-correction. Under-corrections will result from 
h euristics s u ch as "ma ke the liquid e v en with the ground " 
and "dr a w the rope toward the ground." These methods re ly 
on the ground and will produce accurate results only when 
the setting is level. Under-corrections were the least 
common response in this study and only three adults made 
thi s error on all four oblique test stimuli on the pre-
int er v ention V/ H test. Under-correction represents a 
systematic, ground-based solution strategy. 
Overcorrection was the most frequent type of error in 
this research. Over-correctors e xaggerate the visual 
discrepancy between sloped ground and gravity-defined 
orthogonality. A heuristic that would lead to 
overcorrection is, "If the ground is sloped one way, then 
draw the liquid sloping the other way." Recognizing and 
inverting a slope requires reliance on a stable horizontal 
or v ertical referent which is independent of the ground, a 
characteristic not present in under-corrections. 
Overcorrection represents a common, systematic strategy 
that combines ground- and gravity-based information. 
Accurate responses were the most frequent type of 
response in this study. Correct responses must derive from 
strategies that involve gravity or other external, stable 
referent. Two of the gravity-based algorithms that would 
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result in consistentl\:j accurate V/H lines are, " Draw the 
top of the liquid perpendicular to the pull of gravit\d and 
draw the rope parallel to the pull of gra vit \:,J," Correct 
responses represent common, S\:jstematic, grav it\:j -based 
so luti on strategies. 
It is difficult to im agine an\d S\:jStematic mental 
strateg\:j that wou l d lead to errors of miscorrection . 
Perhaps some insight into the relevant thought processes 
can be gai n ed b\d considering the experience of a ps\:jcholog\d 
graduate student who took the root beer truck test as a 
favor to the investigator. Fred Ca pseudon\::jm) was baffled 
b\d the test. On the liquid surface of the uphill truck he 
made an undercorrection, erased, overcorrected, began 
laughing, erased, miscorrected, and started joking and 
rationalizing his performance. His discomfort spiralled 
upward until the investigator felt obliged to terminate the 
test and debrief. B\d that time the test page had been 
erased so often that the paper nearl\:j had a hole in it. 
This informal case stud\:! illustrates what some 
miscorrectors ma\::j e x perience. Fred approached the task 
with a ground-based strateg\:j, disregarding the slope of the 
hill. Upon visual anal\::jsis Fred realized that the slope 
invalidated his simplistic, ground-matching strateg\:j, He 
countered with an overcorrection, but recognized it as 
another error. His efforts quickl\d degenerated into 
unabashed guessing. Twice he rendered and erased lines 
which were nearl\d horizontal! Unlike all other responses, 
miscorrections are the only response which stem from 
unsystematic, groundless guessing. 
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A number of error analyses were conducted for this 
st u d y and all led to the same conclusion; miscorrections 
represent a fundamental l y different response from a l l other 
V/ H responses. Perhaps the distinct nature of 
miscorrections can account for some perplexing results in 
previous research. 
Relation to Previous Research 
Liben ( 1978 ) noted there are two hypotheses to account 
for V/ H failures in adults. The first hypothesis is that 
the subjects have a competence deficit and really don't 
know about verticality or horizontality. The second 
h ypothesis is that the adults do know about verticality and 
horizontality, but sometimes fail to apply their knowledge, 
a performance deficit. There have been several studies 
which attempted to resolve which hypothesis better accounts 
for adult failures in V/ H testing CDe Lisi, 1983; Liben & 
Gol beck, 198~; Liben, 1978; Golbeck , 1986). These studies 
ha v e been inconclusive, the data offering partial support 
for both hypotheses. 
A second research strategy that has netted mixed 
results is training. Most training efforts show 
significant V/H gains for many subjects, but a stable 
contingent of immutably naive subjects fails to "get it" 
even after creative instruction, discovery experiences, and 
physics lectures CG. N. Kelly & J. T. Kelly , 
1978; Liben & Golbeck, 198~; Thomas et al., 
1978; 
1973). 
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Liben, 
It has been contended here that miscorrectors are 
s u bstantial l y different from other subjects on V/ H tests. 
I f the claim pro v es to be true, it might help e x plain the 
t wo sets of perple x ing research. Perhaps miscorrectors, 
the o n ly subjects who violate both orth ogonality and 
gravity orientation of mature Euclidean concepts, are truly 
V/ H-naive. This would suggest that the performance deficit 
hypothesis accurately accounts for most adults who make V/ H 
errors , but that competence deficit accounts for the 
performance of miscorrectors. It would also help explain 
mi x ed training results. Overcorrectors and undercorrectors 
would be e x pected to demonstrate gains in V/ H knowledge, 
while miscorrectors should derive little benefit. 
Treating miscorrectors as members of a distinct 
population serves as a method of organizing data. It does 
not explain why there are sex differences or why so many 
adults misapprehend V/ H phenomena. The ultimate question 
of cause remains unanswered by the error analyses. 
Implications of Error Types 
There are several implications of the observation that 
error type constitutes a significant variable in V/H 
research. First, further research into causes, treatments, 
and distributions of V/H naivete may be more efficiently 
focused if error types are considered. For example, the 
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competence/performance debate may never be resolved until 
it is acknowledged that both hypotheses may be correct 
within limited groups of individuals. 
Second, any efforts to use multiple-choice V/H test 
formats should include all response possibilities. 
Oth er wi se miscorrection errors may be missed. 
Third, there may be much extant data which could be 
reanalyzed to either support or refute these findings. 
This would permit quick progress in determining whether 
error analysis represents a truly significant advance in 
the study of Euclidean awareness. 
Finally, some people--miscorrectors in particular--may 
do well to a v oid V/H-r elated fields such as civil, 
mechanical, or aerospace engineering, architecture, and 
construction. Until more efficient training programs are 
available, miscorrectors might find the requirement for 
unerring V/H awareness to be oppressively difficult. But 
such awareness is at times critical in more than an 
academic sense. This author finds it frightening to think 
that dams, highways, buildings , and airplanes might be 
designed or maintained by people who believe plumb lines 
and liquid surfaces are sometimes parallel. 
Threats to Validitw 
Analyses of score distributions, error combinations, 
training effects, placebo effects, assessment of solution 
strategies, and fit with previous research all suggest that 
error type is an important variable. The fact that this 
conclusion can be reached from several types of analysis 
grants it the power of strong inference. There are, 
ho we v er , certain threats to validity which must be 
considered. 
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The first question is whether the root beer truck test 
is valid. The test has content validity in that it rests 
on two phenomena which are clearly relevant to V/H 
k nowledge and to previous research. Although there is no 
authoritative list of V/H phenomena, it seems safe to 
conclude that there are many other phenomena which were 
ignored in this research. The root beer truck test does, 
however, tap natural phenomena which have been used 
e x tensively in previous research. In this respect the root 
beer truck test has content validity. 
Concurrent validity was assessed in this study by the 
generalization test with which the root beer truck test 
correlated at a statistically and practically significant 
le v el. Discriminant validity was not an intended feature 
of the root beer truck test, but was demonstrated by its 
capacity to predict which subjects would benefit from 
training and which would not. One type of construct 
validity has also been established: the root beer truck 
test produces results which closely match well established 
phenomena. As described at the beginning of the Discussion 
section, the present research has found that many adults, 
especially women, make V/H errors and that training is only 
partially successful in remediating V/ H naivete. 
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In this 
way the root beer truck test is a valid instrument for 
investigating these phenomena. 
Random assignment to treatment , use of a placebo 
group, and vi deotaped test administration elim in ated many 
of th e more common threats to internal and e xt erna l 
v alidity. The different formats for testing ( group or 
individual) had no main effect on mean scores for men, 
women, or all subjects together and therefore pose little 
concern for validity. Although there was no effort to 
randomly select subjects , the bulk of research on V/H 
concepts, like the present study , has dealt with college 
students. Although this might conceivably pose a 
generalization threat, the danger seems rather remote. 
Low Scores by Women Gymnasts 
A second surprise in this study was the relatively 
poor performance by women gymnasts. The gymnasts had the 
lowest mean V/H score of all groups in this study, 
including men and women in undergraduate psychology 
classes, men in varsity athletics, and nongymnast women 
varsity athletes. 
Threats to Validitw 
There is one major threat to the internal validity of 
the research comparing gymnasts to other college students. 
Gymnasts were recruited for this study, introduced to the 
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test, and monitored during the test by their assistant 
coach. It is possible that this somehow created a 
mean i ngf ul change in the V/ H test . But gymnasts received 
t h e same vi deotaped test administration as that gi v en to 
a ll o t her subjects. Any confounding variable would ha v e to 
be both subt l e and powerful to create such a score 
discrepancy in otherwise identical testing circumstances. 
Ex ternal v alidity suffered a threat due to the small 
( ~= 15 ) and selected sample of gymnasts . It is clearly too 
ear l y to conclude that the popu l ation of collegiate women 
gymnasts obtains relatively low scores on tests of V/ H 
s kill s. The fi n ding is nonetheless intriguing and merits 
f u rther study. 
Th ere is at l east one ment i on in the literature of a 
fin d i ng similar to the relatively poor performance by 
gymnasts . Olson et al. (1 888 ) found that many sporting and 
ot her ac t i vi ties correlated positively with spatial scores. 
But for women there was a significant negative correlation 
bet ween a composite spatial score and partic i pation in 
ba ll et and choreographing dance. Women ' s gymnast i cs is 
permeated by ballet and dance choreography and may be seen 
as a closely related activity. 
finding has a precedent. 
In this way the present 
Relation to Previous Research 
Four lines of research may be related to the findings 
involving gymnasts: somatic androgyny, vestibular acuity, 
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the neuropsychological distinction between procedural and 
declarati v e knowledge, and the sensory modality used in 
so lvi ng the problem. 
Petersen (1 976) re v iewed data from the Fels Research 
In stitute for the Study of Human Development, focusing 
specifically on data related to physical androgyny and 
cognitive measures. She found that spatial abilities 
(measured by Block Designs of the Wechsler-Bellevue Test 
and Space from the Primary Mental Abilities Test) 
correlated negatively with ratings of physical femininity 
(measured by ratings of proportions of muscle to fat, 
o v erall shape, breast size, and pubic hair distribution) 
for women 13 to 18 years of age. 
In a partial replication, Berenbaum and Resnick (1 982 ) 
combined data from four longitudinal growth and development 
studies. They found a similar pattern of androgyny and 
cognitive skills, although the overall effect was smaller 
than that found by Petersen. 
The above two studies provide limited evidence that 
physically masculine women have a slight spatial advantage 
relative to physically feminine women. It might be argued 
that gymnasts constitute a population of athletic but 
physically feminine women and might therefore be expected 
to have relatively low scores on spatial tests. 
The relation of vestibular perception and V/H ability 
was studied by Sholl (1989) who found a positive 
correlation between the two variables. She concluded that 
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poor vestibular acuity might interfere with the observation 
of V/ H phenomena in oblique surroundings and might 
consequently prevent development of accurate V/ H awareness. 
The present finding that gymnasts obtain low V/ H 
scores argues against Sholl's conclusion. If V/ H maturity 
required sound vestibular functioning, then a balance-
intensive sport like gymnastics would screen out all 
vestibularly handicapped individuals. The population of 
col l egiate gymnasts would then be comprised of individuals 
who do not have the vestibular risk factor which 
purported l y accounts for low V/H scores. Gymnasts would be 
e x pected to have higher, not lower V/ H scores. The data 
collected here refute the hypothesis that vestibular 
functioning accounts for V/ H inaccuracies. 
A third line of related research is found in 
neuropsychological literature. A discontinuity in 
performance and declarative expressions of V/H knowledge 
might even be predicted. Mandler (1988) noted that there 
is a distinction "between knowing how to see and how to 
move through space ... and knowing that certain spatial 
relationships obtain in a given situation" Cp. ~2~). 
One case study provides compelling evidence that 
declarative V/H knowledge (e.g., taking a V/H test) does 
not always match procedural knowledge Ce.g., performing on 
a balance beam). Horizontality, verticality, and other 
orientation discriminations were assessed for a 36-year-old 
woman, OF, who had suffered brain damage from carbon 
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monoxide poisoning. She exhibited severe visual form 
agnosia, with extremely poor ability to recognize 
orientation and shape. For example, when shown a vertical 
b l oc k she Judged it to be horizontal. However, two 
e x pressions of orientation perception remained intact for 
OF : v isuomotor guidance tasks and the McCollough effect. 
The visuomotor aspects were described in Goodale, Milner, 
Jakobson, and Carey (1991). They noted that when OF 
reached for rectangular blocks she was observed to 
correctly orient her hand (horizontally, vertically, or 
oblique) prior to touching. 
The McCollough effect is a visual aftereffect based on 
color and orientation of repeatedly presented lines. 
the course of several minutes the subject is shown 
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alternating patterns. A typical procedure might involve 
one pattern with vertical green and black lines and another 
pattern with horizontal red and black. Because of sensory 
adaptation the subject is likely to perceive subsequent 
horizontal white and black lines as green, while vertical 
white and black lines are seen as red. The effect is 
specific to orientation, size, visual field area, and eye 
of induction. 
Humphrey, Goodale, and Gurnsey (1991) reported on DF, 
the same patient described above, focusing on her 
experience of the McCollough effect. Despite DF's visual 
deficits she was able to accurately identify colors. DF 
was shown alternating colored adaptation stimuli for 10 
minutes, then presented with black and white grids. The 
McCollough effect was present; when shown vertical black 
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and white bars she reported seeing a reddish figure. When 
a v ertical test pattern was slowly rotated, the red was 
perceived to fade until , at ~5 degrees, the stimulus was 
perceived as achromatic. As the stimulus was rotated 
toward horizontal she began to perceive green, the 
complementary color for the horizontal adaptation stimulus. 
Implications of this case study are that, at a 
neurological level, perception of orientation is not a 
unitary phenomenon. Physical performance and perceptual 
aftereffects may demonstrate V/ H perception which is not 
matched in declarative knowledge. This helps explain how 
gymnasts, with keen visuomotor expressions of orientation 
sensitivity, might obtain the lowest mean V/ H scores of any 
group tested for the present study. 
The fourth line of related research comes from 
unpublished research involving gymnasts. R. Gordin Jr. 
( personal communication, February 25, 1992) described 
fascinating research involving gymnasts and a paper and 
pencil test that had reportedly been used by the East 
German national gymnastic team. The test presented five 
sequential drawings of common gymnastics moves. The fourth 
frame was left blank. Test subjects were asked to fill in 
the missing picture. American collegiate gymnasts 
performed badly on this task, whereas nongymnasts who were 
involved with gymnastics (for example, coaches and 
trainers) found the test unchallenging. 
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One interpretation of these data is that proficient 
gy mnasts become so attuned to kinesthetic cues that they 
become relatively unskilled at v isual problem solving. In 
co n trast to the popular perception of gymnasts, mental 
preparation for routines is not based on visualization, but 
rather on a kinesthetic form of imagery. Indeed, attempts 
to vi sualize often result in performance decrements. 
The implication is that balanced reliance on both 
ki nesthetic and v isual cues is most likely to result in 
high V/ H scores. This interpretation helps reconcile 
Sholl ' s ( 1989 ) findings with the low mean V/ H scores by 
gymnasts in the present study. 
The Relation of Athletics to V/ H Performance 
"The great tragedy of science--the slaying of a 
beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact."--T. H. Huxley 
( quoted in Rawson & Miner, 1986, p. 265). 
As was hypothesized, there was no significant 
difference in mean V/H scores between men and women varsity 
athletes. It had been anticipated that sports would serve 
to screen out subjects with poor V/H skills and strengthen 
V/ H awareness in those who participated extensively. 
Gender differences were not foreseen because both men and 
women athletes were expected to perform at or near the test 
ceiling. Although the data supported the hypothesis, they 
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did not match the underlying rationale. The correlation 
between rated sports participation and V/H scores was 
neg l igible. There was no effect of varsity athlete status 
on mean V/ H score. In this particular case, then, the 
hypothesis received superficial support while being soundly 
re j ected at a more profound level. 
Hidden V/ H Knowledge 
This research produced only indirect evidence of 
"hidden knowledge" in adults who make errors on a V/H test. 
The direct test pivoted on the difference between standard 
and enhanced training videos. The differences between 
scores of subjects in the two training programs were well 
wit h in the range e x pected by random fluctuation. 
For those who balk at the idea that so many adults may 
actually not know which way gravity pulls, there is 
indirect evidence to buttress their opinion. The entire 
argument about the significance of error type coincides 
we l l with the belief that most adults must be capable of 
le vel thinking. But this support comes with a price tag; 
to argue that most V/H errors do not represent competence 
deficits it must be agreed that some people really don't 
know which way is up. 
Future Directions 
It is impossible to assess perpendicularity of 
people's concepts of vertical and horizontal phenomena if 
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both a x es are not measured. Yet much V/H research assesses 
only one or the other, what might be termed the half-a x is 
appr o ach. It appears from this study that perpendicularity 
may be a critical factor in determining which subjects will 
e v e ntu al ly demo n strate sound Euclidean concepts. Future 
research may be improved by including measures of both 
v erticality and horizontality. 
This research clearly indicates the need for two 
immediate research tasks. First, analysis of error types 
shou l d be applied to other samples and V/H instruments . 
Seco nd, another group of gymnasts should be compared to a 
matched sample to determine if gymnastics is consistently 
negatively related to V/H awareness. The explanatory power 
of this would be enhanced if "think-aloud" testing were 
emp l oyed. This might help clarify the role of sensory 
modality ( visual, kinesthetic, or both ) in V/H problem 
so lvin g. 
Other research that may be appropriate includes 
further efforts to delineate characteristics of effective 
V/ H training and factors relevant to generalization of 
training. 
A final research area that appeals to this 
investigator despite the lack of empirical support is the 
search for V/H phenomena which are accurately understood by 
nearly all adults. The distinction between the enhanced 
and standard training interventions in this study rested on 
the assumption that the vast majority of people would show 
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more accurate V/ H concepts when tested by questions about 
rolling balls and standing people than when measured with 
liquid surfaces and plumb lines. There is no empirical 
bac k ing for the assumption, but it has such intuitive 
appea l that this investigator finds the research e x tremely 
invitin g. 
Summary 
It is disconcerting to consider how many of today ' s 
college students literally do not know which way is up. 
Thi s research has not explained why it is so, but has 
opened some doors for further research. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendi x A: Glossary of Terms 
Coordinate axis: A two- or three-dimensional matri x that 
can be referenced by labelled units along the a x es. A 
coordinate axis system is a cogniti v e construct which 
permits an individual to reason within a real or 
imagined orthogonal matrix. 
Eucli dean concepts : Used here to refer to the understanding 
that space can be usefully conceived as a stable, 
three-dimensional geometric construct. Euclidean 
concepts are said to be mature when Cl) space is 
perceived in three mutually perpendicular dimensions 
and ( 2 ) one of those dimensions is invariantly 
perceived as parallel to the pull of gravity. 
Euclidean space: A useful but inaccurate conception of 
space wherein space is composed of three dimensions, 
each being rectilinear and perpendicular to the other 
two dimensions. 
Horizontal : A line or plane that is perpendicular to the 
pull of gravity. 
Horizontal concepts: The beliefs, predictions, and 
expectations a person has regarding horizontal 
phenomena. 
Horizontality: Cl) The nature and characteristic of being 
horizontal. C2J Accuracy of horizontal concepts. 
Orthogonal: In mathematics this refers to anything which is 
composed of right angles. It is used here to refer to 
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any line or surface that is parallel to or 
perpendicular to a given reference direction, usually 
the pul l of gravity or the base of the test paper. 
P lum b l i n e : Cl) A tool used to determine verticality, 
composed of a weight ( plumb bob ) and line. C2 ) The 
orientation of a real, imagined, or pictorially 
rendered resting plumb line . 
P l umb line test: A traditional and common way to measure 
v ertical concepts. A sub j ect is shown variously 
oriented line drawings of structures from which a 
rope, string, or cord is said to hang. The sub j ect is 
as k ed to dra w a line indicating the position of the 
rope. Accuracy is measured by determining the angular 
de v iance of the rendered line from the sides of the 
page. 
Rod and Frame Test: A test used to measure fie l d 
dependence. In this test subjects are seated upright 
in a darkened room. They are shown an actual rod and 
rectangular frame. The frame is presented in several 
orientations. The subject ' s task is to orient the rod 
to an upright position, regardless of the angle of the 
frame. In addition to measuring field dependence this 
test taps verticality knowledge. 
Spatial concepts: A broad category of cognitive and 
performance skills that involve solving problems 
dealing with interrelationships and manipulations of 
various points, objects, and shapes in space. 
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Vertical : A lin e or plane that is parallel to the pull of 
gra vity. 
Vertical concepts: The beliefs, predictions, and 
e x pectation s a person has regarding verti ca l 
phenomen a . 
Verticality: Cl ) The nature and c har ac t eristic of being 
vertic a l . ( 2) Accuracy of v ert i ca l co n cepts. 
Verticality / Horizontality measures: The methods whereby a 
person ' s understanding of v ertica lity and 
hori zonta lity can be assessed. 
V/ H: An abbre vi ation for v ert i ca lity and horizontality. 
V/ H sex difference: Refers to the commonly found difference 
i n mea n scores of men and women on measures of 
vertical ity and horizontality. 
Vertical and horizontal invariance: The fact that 
hori zontality, vertic ality , and related phenomena are 
n ot affected by the orientation of sur r ounding 
structures. 
Water l e ve l: Cl ) A tool composed of clear, flexible tubing 
and colored liquid, used to determine horizontality. 
C2) The orientation of a real , imagined, or 
pictorially rendered surface of water or other liquid. 
Water- l eve l test: A traditional and common way to meas ur e 
horizontality. A subject is shown line drawings of 
variously oriented containers. The subject is asked 
to draw lines indicating the surface of the water if 
the container were half full. Accuracy is measured by 
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determining the angular deviance of the rendered line 
from the top or bottom of the test page. 
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Appendi x B : Root Beer Truc k Test 
A samp l e of the root beer truc k tes t is on the 
fol l owin g t wo pages. 
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Appendi x C: Script for Root Beer Truc k Test 
This is the root beer truck. Every week the root beer 
truc k comes to your town so the people do not run out of 
root beer. When you look through the clear g l ass tank you 
can see that the root beer truc k is only half full. At the 
top of the pop you can see a dotted line. Take your pencil 
and connect the dotted line, like this. Now go ahead and 
do that on your paper. Very good. The line you Just drew 
shows the top of the pop. 
At the back of the truck is a rope which hangs freely. 
When you pul l the rope it turns on a pump to get the root 
beer out the back. Take your pencil and connect the dotted 
line showing the pull rope , like this. And when you are 
done turn the page. 
The second page shows four pictures. This first 
picture has the root beer truck where it has been par ked 
for 15 minutes. The root beer has stopped sloshing around 
and the rope has stopped swinging. While it is there take 
your penci l and draw a line showing the top of the root 
beer, like this. Remember, it ' s only half full. And then 
dra w another line for the pull rope at the back. 
here, like this. Very good. 
It goes 
As you know, in order to get to your town the root 
beer truck has to go up some hills and then back down. 
Here we see a picture of the root beer truck on the side of 
a hill. Because of road construction it has been waiting 
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and waiting for so long t h at the root beer has stopped 
s lo s h ing around and the rope has stopped swinging. While 
t h e tru c k i s waiting take your pencil and draw a line 
s howin g the top of the root beer [p ause] a n d then draw 
anot her lin e at the back showing the pull rope. It goes 
here. Very good. 
Now when the truc k gets to the other side of the 
moun tain t here's more road construction. And it has been 
waiting for such a long time that the root beer and the 
rope h a v e become sti ll. While the tr u ck is waiting draw a 
line sho wing the top of the root beer. Remember, it ' s only 
half full. And then draw another line for the pull rope , 
here at the back. 
Th e fourth picture shows the root beer truc k parked at 
your fa vorite grocery store. It has been there long enough 
t ha t the root beer has stopped moving around and the rope 
has stopped swinging. While the truck is waiting ta k e your 
pencil and draw two more lines, as you know by now, one of 
them showing the top of the root beer in the tank and 
anot h er line showing the pull rope at the back. 
[Ending # 1] When you are done turn the page and 
complete the demographics questionnaire. If you have 
any questions you may ask them to the test monitor. 
Thank you for your participation in this portion of 
the research. 
[Ending #2] You have now completed the root beer 
truck test. Go ahead and give it to the test monitor. 
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You will be asked to return in two weeks to take the 
test one more time . 
this research. 
Thank you for part i cipating in 
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Appendi x D: Generalization Test 
A sample of the generalization test is on the 
fo ll owing page. 
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Appendix E: Presentation to Athletes 
The following script was read to the ath l etes to 
prepare them for taking the V/ H test. 
Than k you for helping me with my dissertation 
research. I am studying what and how adults thin k 
about a particular type of mental problem. It will 
ta k e you about 5 minutes to complete this task. By 
participating you will help me answer some perplexing 
questions. 
Your participation in this research is voluntary. 
If you do not wish to participate you will not be 
required to do so. If at any time you wish to stop 
participating you may. 
On the front page of your handout you are asked 
to give consent to participate. Please read this 
carefully and, if you agree, sign and date it at the 
bottom. 
pages. 
Please do not put your name on the other 
Before I analyze the results I will separate the 
front page from the rest of the handout. That way 
your anonymity will be ensured. If you have questions 
about this research, you may leave a message for me 
with the receptionist in the Psychology Department or 
you may get my telephone number from your teacher. 
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Appendi x F: Script for V/ H Training 
Thank you for participating in my doctora l research. 
I promi se to u se yo u r time as effecti v e l y as possible. If, 
at the e nd, you ha v e any quest i ons, I wi 11 ans wer them for 
you at that t i me. 
The first thing I want you to do is to put your name 
on the top l ine of the index card you were given. 
1JJe l l , l et ' s begin . 
Very 
Th i s research dea l s with two concepts: upright and 
l e v e l . So you will need to k now the words that are 
involv ed. Vertical i s a word wh ic h means upright , or 
stra i ght up and down. It's someth i ng you already k now , 
e v en i f you didn ' t realize it. For e x ample, in order to 
stand you pretty much have to be v ertical. And since \JOU 
k now how to stand , you already k no w something about the 
meaning of v ertica l. People stand v ertically. Trees gro w 
v er ti callhJ. 
v ertically. 
And when there's no wind, rain falls 
Horizontal is a word meaning level, or straight 
across. [Show graphic showing HORIZON- tal.J It comes from 
the word horizon [show video of an ocean horizon] and it 
refers to anhJthing that is perfectl\d flat and would match 
an unbroken horizon. Water, when it ' s still, is always 
horizontal, or level. Because water stays horizontal it is 
possible to drink from a glass. And since \JOU know how to 
drink out of a glass, you alread\d know something about the 
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meaning of the word horizontal. 
The words tilted and sloped refer to anything that is 
n ot v ertical or horizontal , but somewhere in between. 
[Sho w p ict u re of a hillside.] Hills and mountains are 
s l oped. 
After vi e wi ng this tape you will be asked to take the 
root beer truc k test and another related test. In order 
for you to do well on these two tests, you have to 
u n derstand what is meant by horizontal and vertical. So 
pa y attent i on and you will learn how to do it. 
Horizontality 
Perhaps you, li k e many other people, have wondered why 
BYU doesn't ha v e a water skiing team. Well, it's because 
t h ey can ' t find any lakes that are tilted enough. 
Ok ay, so it ' s a dumb Joke. But there's a point. 
La k es aren ' t ti l ted because they're made of water and water 
lik es to be f l at. Unless you do something to it, like 
freeze it, blow on it, or slosh it around, water will 
a lw ays be level. And so all lakes are pretty much flat. 
You will never see a lake tilted far enough for people to 
do downhill water skiing. It Just won ' t happen. 
If you have a glass, and fill it halfway with liquid, 
like pop or water, what will it look like? Well that's 
easy enough--it would look like this. The top of the pop 
would be perfectly level. 
Let's say you get a glass, tilt it, and then fill it 
halfway with pop. What will it look like? Will the top of 
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the pop tilt with the glass, li ke this? 
We did an e x periment to find out. As you can see, 
whe n the jar is tipped, the top of the liquid tips too. 
Does Lhat loo k r i ght to you 7 [ Pause. ] Well it shouldn ' t, 
b e c ause it ' s a tric k . As yo u can see , when we sho w t h e 
e nt i r e p ict u re , in order to get that shot we had to ti l t 
th e camera and pretend to tilt the glass, li ke this. Now 
t a k e your 3x 5 card and write the following sentence : Still 
water is a lw ays l e v el. 
So now you know that a tilted glass wou l d not l oo k 
lik e this. Wel l , some people thin k that if it ' s not that 
way, then maybe the water sloshes to the other direction, 
so it ' s higher on the right. Or perhaps it would slope 
e v en further than the glass. You may think that the water 
s l o pes the same direction as the glass, but only half as 
far . So if we tilt the bottle straight down the water 
s l opes half way. But does that look right to you? 
Hopefully it doesn ' t, because in order to get that shot we 
had to turn the camera like this. As the bottle tilts one 
way, the camera goes the other. 
Now why does it work that way? Here we will hold the 
camera straight. Watch what happens. When the bottle 
t i lts down , the red water stays horizontal. When the 
bott l e tilts up, the water is still level. That the nature 
of water. 
Here we have fastened a bottle to a table. When the 
table is tilted notice what happens to the red water. It 
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stays perfect ly level. 
*[En hanced training only.] How can you tell if a 
thing is hori zo nt a l 7 One easy way is to put a 
marble on it . If the marble stays in place the 
thing is hori zontal. But if the marble rol l s 
then th e thin g is slanted and not truly 
h orizonta l. 
In this case , would the marble roll 7 No , it 
would not because it is level. How about this one? 
Would thi s marble roll? Yes, it would. That means 
th e surface is s l oped. And as you know by now, still 
water is never sloped. Still water is always 
ho rizontal . If you could put a floating marble on it 
the marble would stay in place. After al l, stil l 
water is level. 
What if you're as ked to draw something 
horizontal; how can you do that? The easiest way i s 
to draw a line so flat that a marble placed on top 
wou ld not roll. It's that easy. 
Vertica lit y 
The next point has to do with things that are 
vertical. A thing is vertical if it goes straight up and 
down. Many things in life are vertical. 
vert i cally. Poles are planted vertically. 
Trees grow 
People walk 
v ertically, even when going up and down hills. Weighted 
lines hang vertically, and the sides of buildings are 
v ertical so that the buildings don't fall down. 
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Maybe the eas i est way to l earn about v ertica l is to 
thin k of the epic ballad, "J ac k and Jill." As you might 
r e call from y ou elementary schoo l days , Jac k and Jill went 
up a hill, but e v entual l y came tumbling bac k down. If you 
st u d i ed car ef ully you might remember th at they are often 
drawn about lik e this. I f we h a v e them sta nd sti ll for a 
mo ment, notice the angle of their bodies. To make i t more 
obvious let ' s draw a couple of lin es and take away 
e v er ything else. They are standing on an a ngl e about like 
this . No w really , is that any way t o stand? 
To check this out we hired a highly trained, 
pr ofessiona l stunt stander . Notic e how he stands 
ve rtica ll y. But, with the help of a rope , he can stand so 
he's e v en wi th the ti l t of the hill. As soon as he lets go 
of the rope h e rapidly fal l s down. Let ' s try that again in 
s low motion. Please do not try this at home. In order to 
stand with th e hill he has to hold on to the rope. The 
very in stant he lets go of the rope he begins to fall. 
That i s , he suffers the same fate as Jack and Jill. 
So now we k no w why Jack and Jill fell down the hill. 
It' s because they stood on an ang l e matching the hill , 
which of course, caused them to fall. 
So ends the tragic tale of Jack and Jill, two who 
forgot to stand up straight in a croo k ed world. How might 
Jack and Jill have stood a better chance 7 It ' s easy. You 
ha v e to stand vertically, even if you're on a hill. 
It doesn't matter how things loo k. Up is always the 
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same direction. And things which are vertical stay in that 
d i rection . For e x amp l e, if i t's a sti ll day rain will 
alw a y s fall v ertical ly and ba ll oons will rise v ertically , 
e v e n by a hill . Peop l e stand v ert i ca lly and trees grow 
v ertic a lly, e ve n o n a hill. 
Toward the ground can mean different directions 
depending on whether th e ground is sloped or flat. Th e 
dire ction down , however, is a lw ays the same thing whether 
th e ground is flat or not. Up means the same thing 
r egard l ess of the s lop e of the ground. But away from the 
gro un d can mean two different things, dependi n g on whether 
it's sloped or not. 
On your 3x5 card writ e the following sentence : Up is 
a lw ays the same d ir ection. 
What i f you're as ke d to draw a line th at is 
v er tic a l? How can you be sure to do it right 7 
Remember our professional stunt stander. Vert i ca l i s 
unaffected by the slope of hills. Vertical i s always 
stra i g ht up and down. Just make you line so it goes 
straig h t up and down so that a person standing lik e 
that would not fall. 
Well by now you kn ow a ll about v ertical and 
horizontal. As you k now, many things in life are 
horizontal, like lakes, ponds , and good bowling alleys and 
good pool tables. Many things in life are also vertical, 
lik e free hanging lines, trees , e v en on the sides of hills, 
rain when there is no wind, buildings so that they don't 
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fall down, and people walking or standing. Remember, many 
things that are vertical or horizontal are not affected by 
ot h er things that may be tilted. They will still be 
v ertica l or horizontal. 
If you are trying to sol v e a problem about things that 
are v ertical or horizontal remember what you learned in 
th i s video. 
You will now be asked to take the root beer truck test 
again. Remember what you have learned today and you will 
do fine. If you have any questions after the test be sure 
to ask. I will be glad to discuss it with you. Thank you 
for helping me with my research. 
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Appendix G: Error Classification Examples 
On the following five pages are illustrations and 
e x amples of error classification. The first two pages 
illu strate the V/ H error classification system. For the 
rope, a line falling within area 1, 2, 3, or~ was a 
mi scorrection , undercorrection, correct answer , or 
o v ercorrection, respectively. CThe lines in the 
illustration only indicate boundaries between response 
categories. ) 
For the liquid surface the classification system was 
s l ight l y more comple x . Because there was no fi x ed point 
that a liquid line must pass through, there was no simple 
referent for boundaries. Altering the intercept but 
preserving the slope of rendered lines allowed them to be 
positioned to pass through the center point of the tank. 
I f the right end of a centered line was in area 1, the 
response was a miscorrection. If the right end of the line 
was in area 2 it was an undercorrection. Lines terminating 
in area 3 or~ were correct responses or miscorrections. 
following the illustrations of error classification 
are examples of overcorrections, undercorrections, and 
miscorrections. 
1-Miscorrection 
2-Undercorrection 
3-Correct 
Lf-Overcorrection 
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Appendix H: Ex ample of Mi scorrection with Overcorrection 
On the following page are two e x amples of the 
combi n at ion of miscorrection and o v ercorrection errors in a 
sing l e t est stimulus. Notice how the v ertica l and 
h orizontal referents lose their perpendicularity. 
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Appendix I: Analysis of Solutio n Strategies 
All sub j ects performed perfectly on the two test items 
whi ch were set on le v e l ground. It is therefore e x tremely 
unlik ely that anyone was performing wi tho u t a strategy or 
guiding princip l e. Because there was no v ariance in their 
re s pon ses it is impossible to a n a l yze the strategies u sed. 
Fo r tilt e d it ems , how e v er , there was much v ariance. What 
probl e m so lvin g approaches were u sed on the tilted test 
it ems? Solution s tr ategies can be analyzed accordi n g to 
th e follo wi ng questions. 
Are tilted item so lution s 
based on gra vi ty or other 
stable e x terna l referent 7 
I I 
No Yes 
I I s the s l ope recognized 7 Correct response 
I I 
Ye s 
No ---------------
Ar e tilt ed it ems 
so lv ed differently ~ 
tj a n le v e l items?"' ~ 
Yes No 
I Ar e tilted items sol v ed 
S\;Jstematically? 
I ~ 
Ye s No~ 
Is the approach ~ 
reasonable? ~ No ------------
Yes 
Undercorrection 
Mi scorrection and 
mixed errors 
Undercorrection, 
Overcorrection, or 
Correct response 
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